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SURVIVING IN BETWEEN WORLDS OF LAILA
HALABY’S WEST OF THE JORDAN
To survive the Borderlands,
you must live sin fronteras
be a crossroad. (195).
- Gloria Anzaldúa in
To Live in the Borderlands (poem)
The older people all act the same way
as they did when they were home,
which is not fair in a lot of ways.
Because we are in America now,
but they tell us that we are not
supposed to be living an American life. (31)
- Laila Halaby in
West of the Jordan

Abstract: West of the Jordan was published in 2003, a period when the Arab American movement
was coming to a new era in the aftermath of the 9/11 terrorist attacks. It was a time when
scholars/writers began deconstructing the concept of Arab and Arab American identity to highlight
the diversity of the community by taking into account internal differences, especially in areas such
as gender, class, and sexuality. I intend to add to this body of work by setting West of the Jordan
against Gloria Anzaldúa’s theoretical concept of nepantla (Borderlands; In-betweenness), seen here
as an identity formation framework. Anzaldúa’s theorization of nepantla has stressed the instability
of identity categories through movement betwixt and between identity and transformative ethics of
change. Thus, the novel’s formulations and reformulations of ethnic, gender, and other categories
should be understood as a way of criticizing these categories ’essentialist nature (even if some of
the characters in the novel fail to formulate a constructive liberatory alternative to the essentialisms
it attacks/aims to eradicate). In this context, the heroines ’actions succeed in destabilizing the
categories ’ideological power and manage to show the shallowness of such delineations.
Key words: Arab American women, Laila Halaby, nepantla, displacement, identity construction
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Theoretical Background: Nepantla / In-Betweenness
Anzaldúa (1987) envisions nepantla as more than a physical space; it is
beyond our body and mind. She sees it as a “midway point” between consciousness
and unconsciousness – an area where we can accept contradiction and paradox (56).
Nepantla is also a “psychological, liminal space between the way things had
been and an unknown future” (Anzaldúa, 1987: 17). It is described as a place of
transformation because it is where two or more forces collide, “where you
question the basic ideas, tenets, and identities inherited from your family, your
education, and your different cultures” (Anzaldúa, 1987: 56). These forces are in
turmoil, balancing unsteadily between order and chaos. Furthermore, Anzaldúa
(1987) writes that nepantla is “entreguerras,” or “internal wars.” It is the place
where we detach from and attach to our various cultures (56).
Nepantla is described as a willingness to enter this in-between state,
emphasizing the creative performance of reconstructed identities. In terms of
identity, Anzaldúa and Keating (2000) explain that nepantla is “a birthing stage
where an individual is reworking and reconfiguring identity,” a stage where “you
are changing worlds and cultures and maybe classes, sexual preferences”
(225–226). In this stage of nepantla, Anzaldúa and Keating (2000) emphasize the
importance of challenging one’s own identity formations and the impact of other
forces and discourses on these formations – whether they are racial, ethnic,
cultural, ideological, political, historical, sexual, social, or geographic (166).
Thus, the theory of nepantla problematizes various aspects of identities. Coming
to terms with different aspects of our subjectivity/subjectivities is a continuous
struggle and a fundamental part of the nepantla process. In the course of
nepantla, “boundaries become more permeable and begin breaking down. This
loosening of previously restrictive labels, while intensely painful, can create
shifts in consciousness and transgressive opportunities for change.” (Anzaldúa,
2015: xxxv). Anzaldúa (2015) calls people who inhabit this state of being
“Nepantleras” and describes them as “threshold people, those who move within
and among multiple worlds and use their movement in the service of
transformation.” These are people whose self-definition and belief systems are
destabilized as they begin questioning their previously accepted worldviews
(their epistemologies, ontologies, and/or ethics) (xxxv). Consequently, they
invent holistic, relational theories and tactics which enable them to reconceive
or, in other ways, transform the various worlds in which they exist (Anzaldúa,
2015). What is more, Nepantleras hold beliefs, ways of knowing, and ideas that
are in tension with one another; these tensions provide them with the ability to
see and inhabit multiple realities. It is not easy to be a Nepantlera. As argued by
Anzaldúa (2015), “it is risky, lonely, exhausting work” (xxxvi). Never entirely
inside, always somewhat outside every group or belief system, “Nepantleras do
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not fully belong to any single location” (xxxv). However, their willingness to
remain with/in the thresholds enables them to partially break away from the
binary thinking that locks us into the status quo (our status quo stories).
Though nepantla as a process is available for everyone to undergo, it is
particularly relevant when considering Arab American women’s experiences.
The intersectional aspects of their identities, including their gender and race, as
well as their sexuality and class, lead them to live within and in between various
categories and be influenced by different discourses. Arab American women also
encounter several contradictions/challenges complicated by elements of geography,
politics, and history that unite or divide their experiences. They negotiate through
a hegemonic society and a conservative, traditional community where any deviation
from the norms renders them vulnerable to oppression by the patriarchal public.
As Anzaldúa and Keating (2002) describe it, this negotiation/navigating the cracks
between worlds is difficult and painful, like reconstructing a new life, a new
identity. However, as they argue, being “forced to negotiate the cracks between
realities, we learn to navigate the switchback roads between assimilation/
acquiescence to the dominant culture and isolation/preservation of our ethnic,
cultural integrity. Both are necessary for survival and growth. When we adapt to
cambio (change), we develop a new set of terms to identify with, new definitions
of our identities” (79).

Placing Laila Halaby: Biographical Context
Being from two worlds means you are
given two sets of eyes with which to view
the world ... It has given me the tools to
step out of myself and be able to see
situations more clearly - and not just as
they relate to culture.
- Laila Halaby in
Author Spotlight1

Laila Halaby was born in 1966 in Lebanon to a Jordanian father and an
American mother. For the most part, she grew up in Tucson, Arizona; however,
she has traveled widely in the Middle East and has lived on the American East
and West Coast, in the Midwest, Jordan, and Italy. She currently works as an
Outreach Counselor for the University of Arizona’s College of Public Health. As
a writer, Halaby is conscious that she occupies an ambiguous, transnational
space. A life spent living on three continents (Asia/Europe/North America) and
1

Syracuse University Press website. (2012) Author Spotlight: Laila Halaby. Available from:
https://bit.ly/35L0aDL. [Accessed 20th March 2021].
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time dedicated to different vocations (teacher/writer/counselor) have left her
adept at looking at and through cultures. Her experiences of moving within,
between, and among multiple worlds inform her perspectives, shape her works,
and influence the stories she invents. One can observe that, for example, in her
strong critiques of rigid identity categories and identitarian dichotomy.
In her writings, Halaby undermines the predetermined notions of what
constitutes Arab American identity/ies; she also tries to create her own versions
of individual and collective Arab American subjectivity/ies. This tendency is
especially clear in her novels West of the Jordan (2003) and Once in a Promised
Land (2008), as well as her poetry collection My Name on His Tongue (2012). In
an interview posted by American Writers Museum (2020), Halaby describes her
liminal status: “My father always lived in Jordan, my mother always lived in the
States, so I’ve never felt like I’m Arab-American. I feel like I’m Arab, and I feel
like I’m American, but the hyphen is lost on me. Even though I feel like the
hyphen is also where I live, you know? It is funny.”
Growing up in these multiple cultural spaces/communities, Halaby was
conscious that she would not fit in entirely with either the Arab or the American
world in their most stereotypical sense. Therefore, like many people with mixed
backgrounds, Halaby “did the pendulum.” As she explains:
I tried out being totally American; I tried out being totally Arab, and then ultimately,
I ended up in between. And there is a sense . . . so, I look at it like I have access to lots of
worlds, and that is amazing, and it does not matter if I fit . . . much of my writing has to do
with translating one world, one situation, for the other so that each can understand it
(American Writers Museum, 2020).

Halaby embraces her bi-cultural heritage, perceiving her parentage’s dual
perspectives as a source of enrichment that drew her closer to other cultures.
This “double consciousness” – a term coined by African American intellectual
W. E. B. Du Bois – leads Halaby more and more to address issues pertaining
to her own experiences as an author writing from this liminal/in-between
cultures/worlds. Hence, like the work of many Arab American writers, Halaby’s
literary explorations have resulted in texts that provide alternative ways of
thinking that challenge the essentialist conceptions of identities, race, class, and
gender. As argued by Anzaldúa and Keating (2002), today’s authors are able
to “change notions of identity, viewing it as a part of a more complex system
covering a larger terrain, and demonstrating that the politics of exclusion
based on traditional categories diminishes our humanness” (4). Like them,
Halaby believes that a rigid application of identity categories and signs can
be misleading for individuals and communities alike, while in “in-betweenness”
exists a conglomerate of identities that allows one to reimagine their sense
of self.
8

West of the Jordan: Documenting the Histories of Four Arab
and Arab American Females
Halaby’s West of the Jordan, a winner of a P.E.N./Beyond Margins Award,
got a lot of attention from reviewers as a novel by an Arab American that
contributed to the emerging literature that sought to challenge the stereotype of
women from the Arab world. In addition, Halaby’s fiction attempted to present
Western readers with insights into Arab American life/lives. Halaby explicitly
addresses this point on her website:
I have always believed that if other people could see my world, could see a Palestinian,
Arab, or Muslim family/person/story, from the inside, then they could not have such
ridiculous and negative stereotypes. I think over the years; I have really come to appreciate
the role of artists more, the role that translation plays in art. I do not have an agenda as
a writer, but I do believe that it is my responsibility to offer an honest and challenging
story. (“About”)

Halaby’s interpretation of the “role of artists” in “translat[ing]” foreign
experiences gives the American reader the power to see, recognize, and possibly
accept the stories of Arab and Muslim others in the United States. Furthermore,
her approach to writing is based on a perception of the authors“ ’responsibility to
offer an honest and challenging story” (“About”).
West of the Jordan revolves around three main female characters of the
second generation of Arab Americans: Hala, Khadija, and Soraya (as well as
their cousin, Mawal, who still lives in the family’s ancestral town of Nawara on
the West Bank, in the occupied Palestinian territories, and who has never been to
the United States). Structure-wise, the novel presents four series of plots, and
they contain several episodes narrated respectively by each character. To
highlight her female characters ’importance, Halaby makes each of the four girls
the protagonist of her own story. Every story is given a concept-based title; it
helps the reader understand how each protagonist perceives a given idea and how
it shapes their character. The storytelling attempts to investigate the challenges
encountered by second-generation Arab people (especially females) – whose
parents are defined as foreigners, immigrants, and others. Although the
characters share the same cultural background, their experiences are entirely
different, exemplifying the writer’s tendency to defy the mainstream American
representation of Arab and Arab American women as homogeneous. As Salaita
(2007) aptly puts it, the girls in West of the Jordan share “the same cultural
origin and belong to the same extended family, [but] each is vastly different from
the other three in disposition and personal circumstance” (132). The female
protagonists do not narrate their experiences from a static position that can be
easily categorized; they occupy a conceptual space in-between multiple categories.
9

Their experiences show how the intersections of ethnicity, gender, class, and
religion implicate the lives of Arab women, whether in America, Jordan, or
Palestine.
The identity question looms over the stories of the four young women.
Along their journey towards self-awareness, they challenge and shed essentialist
assumptions and assert their identities from within the “borderlanded/nepantla”
space – a mental space of possibilities and healing – from which they re/tell their
stories of survival. As a detailed exploration of all female subjects of this novel
is far beyond the scope of a single article, this essay focuses on one character,
namely, Soraya. Halaby’s aim was to represent each of her female protagonists
in a thorough, exhaustive manner – given the constraints of space, focusing on
one character allows me to mirror her approach in my critical reading. What is
more, out of the four main characters in the novel, Soraya is most representative
of the concept of nepantla.

Soraya: Navigating Nepantla
Soraya was born in Palestine and moved to the United States with her parents
when she was very young. She has lived in the United States almost her entire life;
however, she regularly visited her relatives in Nawara, a village in the occupied
West Bank. Soraya’s rebellious personality is revealed at the very beginning of her
narrative when she states: “I have fire [within me].” Affirming her confidence and
strength, she adds: “everybody knows it. They see it in my beautiful brown exotic
eyes that I paint full of Maybelline kohl to turn my tears black” (24). Meanwhile,
Soraya’s Palestinian mother thinks that Soraya “ate too much cereal when she was
young; that is why she has the foolishness of an American in her blood” (19).
Being described as an American marks the central conflict between Soraya and her
community, especially her mother. The mother keeps telling Soraya that she is
disappointed with her because she has a weak spirit, one which has been “taken in
by the lie that is America: freedom, freedom, freedom” (24–25).
Soraya is defined as the opposite of Mawal, the good Arab girl, and her
sister, who, unlike Soraya, seems to match the mother’s expectations. Describing
the kind of a relationship she has with her mother, Soraya states:
My sister and cousins are the way my mother wishes I were, and she is always comparing
us and telling me what good girls they are and how I am just a headache. “You are like
labor that never ends” . . . She can’t accept that my way of being different is just as good
as everyone else’s way of being the same. I like to enjoy myself, unlike my sister Pauline
who, despite her American name, is very conservative and believes that all answers lie in
God’s words and that suffering is good . . . Mawal, who lives in Nawara, would be my
mother’s version of perfect if she weren’t so fat. (25, emphasis added)
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As described above, Soraya is neither conservative nor religious; she does not
care about what her mother thinks of her because she likes to enjoy herself. In this
way, she distances herself from the other female members of her family and
community, as well as provokes criticism and rejection of her behavior by her
mother. As a somewhat tragic figure, Soraya’s mother is the carer as well as the
chastiser. She is a constant reminder of her ancestry and the importance of virginity
as a representation of racial identity. Soraya expresses this reduction of female
identity when echoing her mother’s words, “You are nothing without your
virginity” (190, emphasis added). The mother holds a strong essentialist view, i.e.,
she believes that there is an authentic cultural identity – a “pure” Arab cultural
identity – that her daughter must maintain forever. Moreover, she is entirely
trapped in her anti-Americanization mentality. She refuses to acknowledge the fact
that her daughter is growing into American culture and adamantly stands by the
Arab ways of thinking and conceptualizing the world. In fact, the mother’s attitude
can be read as a commentary on the constructedness of the Arab notion of femininity
and its possible burden on the lives of Arab American females in the U.S.
Soraya is frustrated with the possessive and dominating plans of her mother:
“I know she cannot wait until next year is over and I am done with high school so
she can marry me off and concentrate on the things that matter to her,” declares
Soraya (24–25). The mother and the Arab community, in general, expect
Soraya to comply with the traditionalist standards and reject all forms of
modernization and Americanization. Cultural critic Cainkar (2009) argues that
most Arab mothers in the United States believe that specific values considered
traditional in Western society form the backbone of Arab culture and therefore
deserve the highest respect. These include the primacy of the extended family,
collective responsibility for kin, hospitality, respect for superiors ’social status,
and the rigid communal control of women’s sexuality. These views are focalized
through Soraya’s stories, who keeps venting her rage against this confining/
restricting mentality: “the older people,” she explains, “all act the same way they
did when they were home, which isn’t fair in a lot of ways because we’re in
America now, but they tell us that we are not supposed to be living an American
life” (31). Indeed, it is not fair to ignore our interdependence with the world that
surrounds us, disregard the fact that one lives in intricate relationships with others,
and deny that our very existence depends on the interactions with all life forms
around us. By pointing that out, West of the Jordan can be understood as a warning
against the dangers of constructing fixed visions of identity in the diasporic
multi-ethnic context; the novel is particularly standing against the expectations
of strong traditionalist conviction and certainty from individuals in relation to
their presumed cultural allegiances.
Soraya’s life is further complicated by her experiences with American friends
at school and the wider American society. In addition to her initial frustration
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regarding her identity, one that arises from her mother’s cultural enforcements,
Soraya’s socio-cultural interactions at school prove damaging as well. For
example, her schoolmates keep referring to her as the ‘other’: “an Arabian . . . In
her country, ’her schoolmates say, “they don’t have furniture or dishwashers,
only oil” (24). These degrading stereotypes and cultural distortions of Arabs
that have long been established in the consciousness of many Americans and
Westerners are of destructive impact on the formation of Soraya’s identity.
Suleiman (1999) discussed the prevailing, negative notions of Arabs and
Muslims in the United States, explaining that at times, the images of “poverty,
filth, the desert, sheikhs, and harems are emphasized; at others, the view changes
and the desert gushes with oil, the sheikhs are wealthy beyond belief, their ‘spot ’
is to destabilize western economies and ruin the world in order to master it” (1).
He further argues that Arabs throughout their history in America have had to
fight with their ancestral identity, “especially as they encounter bias and
discrimination” (Suleiman, 1999: 11). Stereotyping discourse discussed by
Suleiman excludes the individual from the particularities of history, location, and
time, perpetuating all forms of essentialism and typecasting heterogeneous
ethnicities. The meaning of the Arab culture/identity itself is already constructed
in the mainstream hegemonic knowledge, which keeps providing its followers
with representative images each time the words “Arab” and/or “Arab woman”
are uttered. It is a “dominant regime of representation,” as Hall (1990) stated, which
keeps assigning various essentialist traits to people perceived as representatives of
a specific cultural identity. Hall utilizes Michel Foucault’s “power/knowledge”
paradigm to refer to a hegemonic discourse within and between cultures that
determines what represents a given culture and which features are assigned to its
public image.
Through a string of relationships and personal events, Soraya learns that she
will always be the “other” for the outside world. Her being American is linked
with her ethnic heritage and, for the characters she interacts with, it becomes
a point of difference and exclusion from their respective groups. Thus, she is
simply an outsider for her friends at school, the people in the streets or the bar.
Her status as an American is a matter of widespread doubt. Whether they live
like a “typical”, Waspy Americans or not, the U.S. mainstream still catalogs
individuals like Soraya as others. In a chapter entitled ‘Visas, ’Soraya narrates
the incident she and her friend Walid have been through at a bar with a group of
white men. After a while spent inside, talking, a group of white male customers
approach them and start shouting: “Speak English! You Bastards”. Walid’s
answer is simple “we speak what we please.” This response enrages the men
even more, so they insult them, calling them: “Fucking Mexicans” (58). Walid
and Soraya decide to leave to avoid any further troubles; however, the men
continue yelling: “You speak English pretty good for a wetback. Just remember,
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this ain’t a Mexican joint. You go somewhere else to drink your cervezas and
hang out with your puta” (59). The men’s resentment and their offensive, racist
comments show their belief that Soraya and Walid have disrupted the
“whiteness” of “The Jack Knife” bar with its “white name, white customers,
white neighborhood” (58). Although Soraya and Walid speak English pretty
well, the white men mocked them for their ethnicity and located them both
outside the nation’s cultural boundaries (although they have obviously misidentified
their ancestral backgrounds and blended them into an idea of “foreignness” they
find themselves aggressively hostile to).
Enraged by this enforced dis-identification from the nation-state and the
national belonging, from their Americanness, Soraya shouts back at the men:
“We are not Mexicans! ’. . . We are Americans.” (59). Soraya’s deliberate,
firm and defiant reaction provokes the white men more; therefore, they act
violently to maintain the “purity” of American identity from those “strangers.”
They abuse and attack them, leaving Walid lying on the floor, injured and
humiliated. One of Halaby’s intentions in portraying this incident is to make
reference to the invisibility of the Arab American community as a whole. Kadi
(1994) considers Arab Americans as “the Most Invisible of the Invisibles” (xix);
she explains that she has coined this phrase to describe the Arab community
because “it is not only white people who refuse to see us but also other people
of color – Latinos, Africans, Asians, Natives – who do not acknowledge our
existence” (xx). However, the 9/11 attacks had irrevocably transformed the Arab
status from that of an invisible minority into a hyper-visible suspect of terrorism.
After the fall of the Twin Towers, the blame and straightforward anger/violence
intensified against all Arabs and Muslims, regardless of their country of origin
or identification with American values.
Later, when the policewoman arrives to investigate the aforementioned assault
at the bar, the following conversation takes place:
“So they beat you up for being Mexican?” the policewoman asked.
“ We’re not Mexican.”
“You got beaten up for being Mexican, and you’re not Mexican? What are you?”
“ Palestinian.”
“Well, you got off pretty lucky then.” The policewoman was quiet for a minute.
“That jacket sure makes you look Mexican.” (59-60, emphasis added)

What frustrates Soraya the most is the policewoman’s suggestion that being
an Arab is even worse than being Mexican and that the situation would have
been much more drastic if the white men had known their real ethnic background.
While the white men’s insults and attacks on Walid and Soraya show the
indeterminate nature of racial identities – i.e., Arabs are often conflated with
Mexicans and Italians because of their physical features and skin color – the
13

policewoman’s comment indicates that when visible, Arabs are not only devalued
and are not welcome in the white cultural circle, but are also vulnerable to
excessive hostility, verbal abuse, and physical violence.
From this crucial moment onwards, Soraya starts to consider what her racial
identity really means to her personally as she bitterly demonstrates the painful
and damaging effects of stereotypes:
Sneak back home, heart-pounding hours later, with rage, with hate... squeezing tears out,
wishing that it was one of those American movies where Walid would knock those guys to
the floor, and we would walk off without a scratch, my heroic prince defending my honor . . .
but that is not what the American movie would show, would it? Instead, it would show the
super American guy knocking the scummy Arab flat on the ground like what happened.
Still wishing . . . that I were a superhero like in those cartoons where she comes in and
wipes out the bad guys and still looks great. But there aren’t any Arab ones, are there? My
hair is too dark, too thick; my skin is too far away from white to let me even pretend to be
an American superhero. (60, emphasis added)

As Soraya’s words have pointed out, her features fail her on the level of the
aesthetic standards of Americanness. “Pure” American identity is limited to
whiteness, whereas her physical appearance is too far from white to let her
engage in racial passing –i.e., pretending to be a “typical” white American.
Significantly, one’s skin/appearance often signals a difference from the ethnic or
racial ‘norms ’of one’s environment. Soraya’s hair (too thick) and skin (too dark)
are some of the indicators of her difference/foreignness/Arabness, which is
a threat to American whiteness. It constitutes a factor that excludes her from the
American identity and will always keep reminding her of her foreignness.
Soraya’s reimagining of the incident at the bar is highly relevant to the
discussion on racist stereotypes, as it reveals the impacts of the discriminatory
discourse of the American movies on the girl’s psyche. For a moment, Soraya
reorganizes the whole scene in her mind, wishing that Walid had been a superhero
who could save her from the attackers. However, she bitterly realizes that this is
not the image of an Arab man in American cinema. Instead, Arabs are mainly
represented as weak, backward villains and terrorists, characters to be knocked
out and defeated. Soraya ruefully recognizes that she cannot imagine herself as
a superhero because there is no such kind of depiction of Arab women either.
Instead, movies/Hollywood represents Arab women and Arab American women
as submissive and oppressed (it is worth pointing out that since the publication
of West of the Jordan in 2003, a Muslim/Middle-Eastern American superhero,
Kamala Khan, a.k.a. Ms. Marvel, emerged in the hugely successful comic books
by G. Willow Wilson; she is to be introduced to the silver screen in the Marvel
Cinematic Universe Disney+ television series Ms. Marvel in 2021, and the feature
film The Marvels in 2022) (Dinh, 2020).
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Cultural critic Shaheen (2000) summarizes the stereotypical and hyperbolic
images of Arabs in Western motion pictures. After studying over 800 American
films, he states:
For more than a century, movies have dramatized myth-making. Ever since the camera
began to crank, the unkempt Arab has appeared as an uncivilized character, the cultural
Other, someone who appears and acts differently than the white Western protagonist,
someone of a different race, class, gender, or national origin. The diverse Arabic world is
populated solely with bearded mullahs, shady sheikhs in their harems, bombers, backward
Bedouins, belly dancers, harem maidens, and obsequious domestics. Image makers cover
women in black from head to toe and have them follow several paces behind abusive
sheikhs, their heads lowered, as mute, uneducated, unattractive, enslaved beings, solely
attending men. They have no identities whatsoever. (23-24)

Samhan (1987) believes that the racialization of Arab Americans, unlike the
racialization of other American minorities, “has its roots in politics rather than
the traditional motives of racial hierarchy” (11). According to him, this “political
racism” results from “the Arab-Israeli conflict and is encouraged by pro-Israeli
organizations and individuals with the political motive of monopolizing the
discussion of the Middle East in the U.S., particularly in the realm of public
information and public policy” (12). This difference in racialization promotes
the perception of Arab Americans as the foreign “other” and eventually leads the
media to stereotype Arabs and Arab Americans, whom Edward Said calls the
last ethnic and/or national group that can be represented in caricature form with
impunity, i.e., without widespread mainstream ostracism and/or severe reputational
cost (Said and Viswanathan, 2001). Being aware of such a reality, Soraya feels
alienated and utterly alone. She realizes that she will never be recognized as an
individual, let alone as an American, and that she will constantly be pushed to
the margins, othered, and subjected to racism in a country where race continues
to matter and where it is not entirely safe to be an Arab. The novel here adopts
a confrontational, non-apologetic strategy that exposes the difficulty faced by
minorities in an ethnically and culturally diverse community of the U.S., where
labeling, dismissal, and racism still run deep and permeate the society on an
individual and systemic level.
Recounting the racist incident, Soraya explains that she never before had felt
so lost and displaced: “Lost in somewhere you grew up in, with a language you
have taken, with a world that you want, but which is behind that clear steel curtain.
Watch it. Watch it all you want, but it will never be yours” (189, emphasis
added). Although she has grown up in America, the racism and the lack of
acceptance of her ethnic difference stand as a barrier; a ‘steel curtain ’that denies
her access/does not permit her to cross to the American side of her identity.
Contemplating her positioning as racial and cultural other in the mainstream
American society, Soraya knows that her other option is to identify with the Arab
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side of the self; nonetheless, she does not want the fate awaiting her at that side of
the cultural binary. She knows about her family’s intention to marry her off soon,
as well as about all of the restrictions that will continue to be imposed on her:
One year away for me is a wedding, and then one little baby after another ... I do not want
a husband who walks under clouds; that is not my freedom. How can God mean this for
anyone, a struggle that can never be won, a debt that can never be repaid? I sit silently and
wait and pretend it does not exist, pretend there is no after-anything, that all there is, is now
and I have to eat it up, devour what I can because there is no take-out service here. (190)

Obviously, the family’s “great expectations” of their daughter do not
correspond with the kind of life Soraya is anticipating; they will not grant her the
freedom she is seeking for herself. Therefore, as the previous quotation shows,
the frustrations, fears, and puzzlement prevail as she thinks about her future,
dreams, and identity. Bhabha (1994) coins the term “unhomeliness” for this
feeling of ambivalence and struggle between two cultures, an emotion familiar to
colonized persons worldwide. The sense of estrangement from both cultures
tends to push the (colonized) person to become a psychological refugee. It may
be argued that Soraya’s situation in the United States is not exactly “Colonial.”
Nevertheless, it is inescapable that what Soraya is going through echoes Bhabha’s
definition of “unhomeliness.” Her status of being an Arab/American female
in the U.S. offers her little in the way of reassurance, imposes its burdens
on the girl’s psyche, and renders her vulnerable to both literal and psychological
displacement.
There is a two-tier displacement experience in West of the Jordan; each adds
to the novel’s theme. As Soraya understands that her identity is neither entirely
Arab nor fully American, she starts an adaptable, dynamic process through
which she can mediate a position in between these conflicting cultures. Anzaldúa
and Keating (2000) believe that the too-literal application of identity categories
and signs can be misleading for individuals and communities alike, while “inbetweenness” engenders a complexity of identities that allows one to reimagine
the self. Likewise, Halaby’s narrative shows Soraya defying the misleading and
destructive binaries of us/them, as well as binary definitions of gender, race, and
sexuality. As she declares, “I am sick of everything being haram or halal, but
nothing in between. I am in between.” (117, emphasis in original). In Arabic,
haram is the word that represents everything that is forbidden, evil, immoral, or
unlawful, while halal means all that is legal and permissive. The emphasis
presented by the italicized words epitomizes Soraya’s struggle; her sense of self,
navigating between the binaries of either “halal,” which is allowed in culture,
religion, and traditions, or “haram,” which is forbidden. Soraya knows that she
cannot tolerate being labeled exclusively either Arab or American and reimagines
herself as a “new breed” (56, emphasis added).
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Soraya’s hatred of categorization marks her, to use Anzaldúa’s term,
a “nepantlera”; a “person who breaks away from the cultural trance and binary
thinking that locks one into the status quo” (Anzaldúa, 2015: xxxvi). Living
within and among multiple worlds, the nepantlera, as Anzaldúa (2015) stresses,
uses his/her liminal perspectives to question consensual reality and develop
alternative perspectives—ideas, theories, actions, and beliefs that reflect and
exceed existing worldviews” (xxxvi). Anzaldúa (2015) further argues that the
nepantlera invent relational theories and tactics with which he/she can reconceive
and, in other ways, transform the various worlds in which they exist.
Soraya’s tactics vary, facilitating her breaking away from and transforming
the limiting worlds she finds herself inhabiting. First of all, she adopts an extreme
approach in which she leads a promiscuous life that ends up in an incestuous
relationship with her uncle. In her book, Borderlands/La Frontera, Anzaldúa
(1987) argues that “sexual behavior” is the “ultimate rebellion [a nepantlera] can
make against her native/ethnic culture” (41). Thus, Soraya utilizes her sexuality
to rebel against the prohibitions inherent in her Arab heritage, transcends the
ethnic and traditional categories that are so prevalent in the community, and
rejects the stereotypes permeating mainstream Western culture, which depicts
Arab/Arab American women as sexually oppressed. In her narration, Soraya
connects her in-betweenness with sexuality. “I am a rebel,” she states, “My
mother and her sisters can spill a story from any woman, but I can make a man
talk. I am in between. Familiar ears. Safe mouth. I have men as friends, as well
as lovers” (56). Soraya embraces and celebrates her sexuality and body, defying
all the taboos that her native culture imposes on the female body. Anzaldúa
(1987) describes this struggle in the ‘in-between ’female life as a “body awareness” (48).
In this context, Soraya explains: “My body is like some of those women [in porn
videos]. I have a skinny girl’s waist with woman hips and large breasts; I know
my body is sexy; I can tell by the way men look at me, by the way men have
always looked at me” (30).
Secondly, Soraya problematizes cultural differences in terms of clothes. In other
words, she keeps changing ethnic attires to facilitate her in-between adjustment.
Thus, the apparel here becomes a representation of her changing consciousness:
“I go to school early so I can change out of my loose pants and elbow-length shirts
into tighter clothes,” states Soraya (30). By wearing loose clothes, she follows
the Arab cultural practices, and by changing them to tighter clothes, she adamantly
does things deemed “normal” by American teenagers. Thus, by choosing to wear,
remove, and replace clothes, Soraya becomes a being of both ethnicities and none,
furthering the creation of an identity defined by in-betweenness and movement.
Nepantla consciousness is also explained as a performance, a willful creation,
and this choice to enter the in-between space is central for Soraya. Based on the
borderlands experience, the decision to enter in-between existing identification
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categories to create a new identity is an act of survival. In this sense, Anzaldúa
(1987) explains: “What I want is an accounting with all three cultures –white,
Mexican, Indian. I want the freedom to carve and chisel my own face, to staunch
the bleeding with ashes, to fashion my own gods out of my entrails. And if going
home is denied, then I will have to stand and claim my space, making new
culture, with my own lumber, my own bricks and mortar, and my own feminist
architecture” (44). When the validation of her position as an American becomes
out of reach and her conflicts with her Arab heritage persist, Soraya stands
and claims her own position, declaring that she “chooses what she does. She
has always chosen what she does/wants” (190). Ultimately, West of the Jordan
rewrites Soraya’s position as an otherized, confused, frustrated, and lost woman
in the United States. The novel allows her to adopt and epitomize the role of
nepantla by actively stepping out of ethnic and cultural categorizations.

Conclusion
As an influential voice of Arab American female writers who struggle to resist
the discourses of binarism, racism, and exclusion, Halaby presents a heterogeneous
experience of Arab American women situated between various forces of race and
gender, both affected by the Western hegemonic discourses of patriarchy, ethnicity,
and nationality. Utilizing Anzaldúa’s theory of nepantla helps to question the
problematic nature of essentialist, binary identity construction in such contexts.
Described as an unstable, unpredictable, precarious, always-in-transition space
that lacks clear boundaries and is characterized by movement or a constant state
of displacement, nepantla has been framed as a method by which individuals can
adjust/change their destabilized personal and social position(s).
The theoretical framework of nepantla lays bare the ways in which the inbetween identity/ies are described and created in West of the Jordan. In Halaby’s
novel, ethnic and cultural in-betweenness is an essential theme that accentuates
Soraya’s position in relation to the Arab community and the wider American
society. Applying nepantla to the reading of the novel calls attention to the
multiplicity of ethnic and racial categories that one individual can be influenced
and formed by (while not feeling wholly part of any of them). Throughout the
novel, it is apparent that Soraya is creating this in-between space as well as
describing her perceived reality as a nepantlera; a position which signifies that
the meaning of identity is not definitive (if even definable), but rather subject to
change and ongoing revision, dismantling and/or creation. In the end, she identifies
herself as an “in-between” being – a “new breed,” sidestepping the limiting racial
and ethnic categorizations and thus calling attention to the overall instability of
binary definitions of race and identity. Illustrating the struggles of Soraya, Halaby
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lays intellectual and artistic foundations for new types of cultural identifications
– conceptualization of self and the world that will hopefully make the society/ies
more aware of the existing multiplicity and could benefit the Western and Arab
world alike.
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ENGLISH SLANG: A WORD-FORMATION PERSPECTIVE
Abstract: This paper examines the word-formation processes which are used in English slang.
It does so by presenting the word-formation analysis of a sample of words selected from the
online Urban Dictionary (UD). The words under investigation come from three semantic groups
from the UD, specifically COLLEGE, DRUGS and FOOD. The focus is also on the comparison of the
use of word-formation processes in this sample of slang words and in Standard English. The results
propose an overview of the individual word-formation processes occurring in the sample. They
also suggest that, to some extent, in this sample, slang uses word-formation processes in the same
way as Standard English, however, in certain cases it diverges from the language’s traditional use.
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Introduction
“All countries and periods of history had slang” (Saliyeva, 2018: 22) and,
more importantly, it is undoubtedly used by everyone; from teenagers to
scholars. Slang most definitely “reflects the peculiarities of contemporary daily
life in a unique way” (ibid.). However, it happens very often that there is little
agreement on its status; on the one side there are the supporters of the use of
slang, highlighting that it is creative, fashionable and revolutionary, while on the
other side there are the champions of Standard English who judge slang as
vulgar, ugly and trivial (Coleman, 2012: 1). Additionally, the majority of authors
focus primarily on the sociological properties of slang and on its history, while
its word-formation remains discussed only marginally. Therefore, apart from
analysing the available data on slang and aiming at a balanced description of it,
much more attention should be paid to its word-formation aspects.
Accordingly, the following work will focus on a word-formation analysis of
a sample of slang words. First of all, the compilation of the sample will be
outlined which will be followed by its subsequent analysis.
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Compilation of the sample
The sampling technique was based on three steps. The first step focused on
the selection of slang words from the online Urban Dictionary (UD). In this case,
words were chosen from the first three semantic groups occurring in UD, namely
COLLEGE, DRUGS and FOOD. The number of words that appear in UD per group
is 140, which means that in the first stage, the total number of words from the
three selected groups was 420.
The second step was based on sorting the 420 words. This was necessary
because UD is freely editable by laypeople and there was a high probability of
finding words that were not relevant for further analysis within the framework
of slang word-formation. Therefore, the 420 words were filtered with the aim of
eliminating irrelevant cases, such as words which were not morphologically
complex. After putting together all the unsuitable cases, the number of words
decreased considerably from 420 to 78.
The third step was to analyse the remaining 78 suitable words, which consisted
of examining the word-formation processes used in their coining. This will be
represented in the following section.

Analysis of the sample
Table 1 lists all the word-formation processes used in the coining of the words
from the sample.
Table 1: Word-formation processes
Word-formation process

Number of words

Percentages

Compounding

31

40%

Shortening

23

29%

Suffixation

11

14%

Blending

7

9%

Conversion

6

8%

The concrete examples representing each word-formation process occurring
in the sample will be provided in the following sub-sections. The words occurring
in the tables below are listed in alphabetic order, in orthographic form, and with
the definition provided in UD. It is also necessary to mention here that in the
upcoming examination, the use of word-formation processes in slang will be
compared with their use in Standard English and it will be focused on possible
similarities or differences between the two.
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Compounding
Compounding coined the largest group of 31 slang formations. Likewise,
compounds represented one of most puzzling points in the process of the
creation of the final sample because “there is no overall agreement on such basic
issues as the definition of a compound” (Bauer, 2017: 1). Nevertheless, it was
necessary to choose some criteria for compound delimitation in order to sort out
the sample of words. The main three criteria which were used in this case are
syntactic, as described in Lieber and Štekauer (2009: 13): “[…] inseparability,
the inability to modify the first element of the compound, and the inability to
replace the second noun of a nominal compound with a pro-form such as one”.
Table 2 is a list of all compounds occurring in the sample of 78 slang formations.
Table 2: Compounds

Drugs

bongload, booze jockey, cannabis club,
Cocoa Puffin, coke fiend, Coke Nails,
Generation Blunt, Giggle Smoke, Green day,
hobo hash, Jungle Joint, Nosebag, rolling
stoned, Stoner Steve, trip out, weed snob,
Weed Whacker

Food

death burger, food box, Gay bacon, pizza
daddy, Pizza Pillows, pizza slap, Pizza Time,
See food diet, stoner pizza, Texas Breakfast

College

College night, dorm storm, hallway hobo,
prep school

Compounds in the above table may be classified according to the syntactic
category membership. Taking this into consideration, the majority of compounds
are compound nouns. There is one case of compound adjective: rolling stoned
‘on ecstasy and weed’ (UD) and one case of a compound verb: trip out ‘to lose
your mind on drugs’.
As for the word classes of the individual constituents of compounds, the
majority of them are N + N constructions. There is one case of V + N (Giggle
smoke ‘another word for marijuana’), two examples of A + N (Green day ‘a
day spent smoking marijuana’, prep school ‘a school to prepare teens for college
in a slightly college like environment’), and one example of V + Particle
compound (above-mentioned trip out). Finally, there is also one example of
three-member compound See food diet ‘a see food diet is where you see food and
then eat it’, which is a combination of V + N + N.
Bases of compounds may also differ in terms of their origin, whether they come
from Standard English or from slang. There are three possible combinations
occurring in the sample. The first is when all constituents are Standard English
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words, as in College night ‘Thursday night partying because most college
students don't have class on Friday’. The second possible combination is slang
word + Standard English word, as in booze jockey ‘a bartender’. The third
possible combination is slang word + slang word, as in hobo hash ‘slang for
marijuana resin’.
To conclude, it was exemplified that in this sample slang uses the same
mechanism of compounding as Standard English. In terms of the word classes, most
of the compounds occurring in the sample are compound nouns which also prevail
in Standard English, as mentioned by Bauer (1983: 202), Plag (2016: 2412) or
Lieber (2005: 378). The same may be said about the word-classes of the individual
constituents of compounds, which are mostly nouns. However, it was exemplified
that there are also some differences between Standard English compounding and
slang compounding in this sample, mostly in terms of the origin of bases which are
used. In some cases, slang uses chiefly slang bases to coin compounds.

Shortening
Next word-formation process which was found to be used in the coining of
slang words is shortening. Shortenings represent the second largest group,
comprising 23 words. Various types of shortening appear in the sample, and
a list of them is provided in Table 3, followed by their examination.
Table 3: Shortenings
College

CKA, dorm, Furman, gml, HYPSM,
NCSU, SNHU, U, UCB, UCLA, UCSC,
uni, UNLV, USC, UT, UTM, YOCO

Drugs

acid, cap, meth, mid, scrip

Food

bae

The shortenings in the group COLLEGE are of various types. The majority of
them are instances of initialisms, such as CKA (1) ‘commonly known as’, (2) ‘Cool
Kid Alley’ (UD). Notice here that in the first definition, ‘commonly known
as’, a letter from a function word (as) is used to form an initialism. The next
initialism is gml (1) ‘got much love’ and (2) ‘get on my level’. In this case, the
second definition, ‘get on my level’ is an interesting example, as the initial
letters of all words except on are used in the initialism. Subsequently, in the
group COLLEGE there is a family of initialisms which represent shortened names
of various universities, such as HYPSM ‘the 5 most prestigious universities in the
United States: Harvard University, Yale University, Princeton University,
Stanford University, Massachusetts Institute of Technology’, NCSU ‘North Carolina
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State University’, SNHU ‘South New Hampshire University’, and this pattern is
repeated in all the following initialisms: UCB, UCLA, UCSC, UNLV, USC, UT,
and UTM.
In the group COLLEGE, there are also examples of clippings, such as dorm ‘a
bedroom, living room, and kitchen in a space about the size of most walk-in
closets. Roommate included free of charge’, Furman ‘Furman University –
a private, liberal arts college in Greenville, South Carolina’, and uni ‘university’,
which are all examples of back clipping.
The next type of shortening occurring in the group COLLEGE is the
acronymization, represented by only one example, YOCO, which has two definitions
related to the semantic group COLLEGE: (1) ‘You’re Only Cute Online’, (2) ‘You
Only College Once’.
The types of shortenings in the group DRUGS are more consistent: they are
all instances of clippings, for example acid ‘Lysergic acid diethylamide’ which
represents a type of clipping when the middle part is retained. Then there is cap
‘Aussie slang for mdma (ecstasy), often in Australia mdma is snorted and placed
in capsules for distribution’, meth ‘abbreviation for methamphetamine’, and mid
‘mid-grade marijuana’ which are all examples of back clipping. Finally, scrip
‘prescription – a note from a doctor to obtain controlled medicines (usually
narcotics) from a pharmacist’ is another example of middle clipping.
The last group, FOOD, includes only one shortening, bae, which is an example
of an acronym. This word had many various definitions in UD, but the one
related to food and appearing the most often was ‘bacon and eggs’.
In conclusion, it was exemplified that in this sample, slang makes use of
various types of shortenings, such as initialisms, acronyms and clippings which
are also used by Standard English, as described in Bauer (1983: 232–237).
Moreover, the principles on which the coining of these types of shortenings is
based appear to be the same as in Standard English.

Suffixation
Suffixation was used to coin 11 words, representing 14% of the 78 slang
formations. Table 4 lists the words coined by suffixation.
Table 4: Suffixation
Drugs

baggie, bottle-o, Cheefing, Flipping, reefer,
toked Ziggy

Food

baconcy, brekky, Munchies

College

mutching
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The suffix which occurs in the sample most frequently is the diminutive -ie/-y.
In Standard English, it is the most productive suffix from the group of diminutive
suffixes, it attaches mostly to nouns, and it is usually used to express “[…] small
size and a specific attitude of the speaker towards a referent” (Plag, 2016: 2419).
This function of -ie/-y was also found in the sample, where it attached mostly to
nominal bases, which were sometimes clipped. In the group DRUGS, there is the
word baggie ‘a little plastic bag used to carry weed […]’ where bag serves as
a base for suffixation by -ie.
A similar case is demonstrated by Ziggy ‘Spliff, Zoot, Joint, Cannabis
Cigarette’. One possible analysis of the word Ziggy is that it was coined from
cigarette which, firstly, underwent the process of clipping and subsequently
suffixation by -y to coin ciggy. The initial consonant in ciggy was voiced from /s/
to /z/ which probably influenced the orthography and changed into ziggy.
In the group FOOD, there is brekky ‘synonym for breakfast’. The base for the
coining of brekky was breakfast which underwent clipping and subsequently
suffixation by -y.
Another example of derivation by -ie is represented by munchies ‘when you
get hungry after smoking weed. Usually, people will eat a lot of junk food’. The
base for this word is the verb munch ‘to eat snack foods’. The diminutive suffix -ie
is added to this to form the noun munchie, which is followed by adding the plural
morpheme -s to form munchies. Interestingly, the Oxford English Dictionary
(OED) mentions that this noun usually occurs only in the form of plural.
Subsequently, the next most frequent suffix appearing in the sample is -ing,
also a productive one. In Standard English, it is mostly listed within suffixes
which derive event, state and result nouns (Bauer, Lieber, Plag, 2013: 195). In
this sample, the suffix -ing was used to derive event nominalisations. To exemplify,
in the group DRUGS, there is cheefing ‘the act of smoking marijuana with a group
of two or more and holding on to the joint/blunt/bong/bowl etc for a longer time
than the set rhythm of rotation’. This noun is an example of derivation by adding
-ing to the slang verbal base cheef with identical meaning.
Similarly, there is flipping (1) ‘using LSD and Ecstasy together’, (2) ‘the act
of selling drugs’ (3) ‘a mild curse word’. In the first two cases, the words are
verbal present participles created by attaching the suffix -ing to the verbal base
flip. In the third case it is an adjective which is derived by attaching -ing to the
verbal base flip ‘an alternative to f**k’
Additionally, in the group COLLEGE, there is mutching ‘not attending school’.
This word only had one definition in UD, and therefore, it was further investigated
in The Free Dictionary (FD), where the following definition is found: ‘another
word for mitch’. The mentioned word has the meaning ‘to play truant from school’,
which comes ‘probably from Old French muchier, mucier ‘to hide, lurk’ (FD).
Therefore, the verb mitch /mɪʧ/ firstly underwent vowel modification into mutch
/mʌʧ/ and, subsequently, the suffix -ing was added to form the noun mutching.
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The suffix -er only occurs in the sample once, which is quite surprising since
it is highly productive in Standard English, mostly in deriving agentive and
instrumental nominalisations from verbs (Szymanek, 1989: 176). Nevertheless,
this pattern was preserved in the sample; in the group DRUGS, there is the noun
reefer ‘slang for marijuana; refers to a joint, bowl, plant, or sac of marijuana’.
After analysis, it was determined that it was probably derived from the verb reef
‘take in, roll up (as one would a section of a sail on a ship)’ (Online Etymological
Dictionary [OETD]). What is interesting here is the analogy between a rolled sail
and a rolled cigarette containing marijuana.
Another suffix that also occurs only once within the sample is the suffix -ed.
In Standard English, it is productive in coining possessional adjectives from nouns
and verbal past participles used as adjectives (Plag, 2016: 2419). In the group
DRUGS, there is the word toked ‘being high, particularly from marijuana’ which
represents the verbal past participle functioning as an adjective. The base for
suffixation by -ed is the verb toke ‘to inhale marijuana smoke’, which probably
comes from the Spanish tocar ‘touch, tap, hit’ or ‘get a share or part’ (OETD).
The next suffix occurring in the sample only once is the less productive and
rather infrequent suffix -cy, which in Standard English usually attaches to adjectives
in order to form nouns (Bauer, 1983: 222). OED also adds that -cy can be attached
to nouns ending in -n, as in chaplaincy, captaincy, or aldermancy. The second base
preference was found in this slang sample where the suffix -cy attached to the noun
bacon in order to derive baconcy (1) ‘the availability and/or presence of bacon’ or
(2) ‘that horrible feeling when you thought you had bacon but you just realized
that you had already run out, you are now bacon-less’. In this case, the suffix -cy
does not change the word class of the base bacon to which it is attached.
Finally, the suffix -o in the group DRUGS represents a special example of
formative used only within slang. It occurs in the word bottle-o ‘Australian
abbreviation of bottle shop – which is a shop that sells alcohol and is often
attached to a pub’. As is shown, the author of this definition explains that the
second constituent is an abbreviation from shop. However, further investigation
of this word pointed to a slightly different interpretation. The second element of
this construction rather represents the slang suffix -o, which is used in “forming
familiar, informal equivalents of nouns and adjectives […]” (OED). This word
may also have a variant, bottle-oh (ibid.).
To summarize, the majority of suffixes used in this sample of slang words are
suffixes that come from Standard English (-ie/-y, -ing, -er, -ed, -cy). Moreover, it
was exemplified that the functions of these suffixes in this slang sample are, in
the majority of cases, similar to how they function in Standard English. As for
the differences between the use of suffixation in this slang sample and Standard
English, slight irregularities were exemplified by bases that are of slang origin,
such as munch, cheef, mutch or toke and which cannot be found in Standard English.
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Also, there was an example in the sample of a suffix that is not used in Standard
English and which can be considered as chiefly slang (-o/-oh).

Blending
Blending was used to coin 7 words from the selected list, representing 9% of
the 78 slang formations. Table 5 exemplifies the instances of blending that occurred
in the sample.
Table 5: Blending
Food

bizza, brenner, brinner, brunch, cakeage

College

journicle

Drugs

tokemon

The first group FOOD is the largest. The majority of the blends occurring in this
group are examples of the most frequent types of blends that also appear in Standard
English, where the parts used in blending are the peripheral fragments of the
original words (Szymanek, 1989: 100). For instance, big/beer + pizza = bizza,
breakfast + dinner = brenner/brinner, breakfast + lunch = brunch. The last example
in this group is a less frequent type of blend, where only one word appears in the
shortened form while the other one is entirely present. To exemplify; cake +
corkage = cakeage ‘corkage fee for cake’.
The second group COLLEGE includes only one example which is a frequent
type of blend: journal + article = journicle. Finally, the third group DRUGS also
has only one example: toke ‘to inhale marijuana smoke’ + pokemon = tokemon
(1) ‘the act of smoking weed and playing the game Pokemon all in one’, (2) ‘the
drug-smoking version of the popular kids’ program Pokemon’. This is again, that
type of blend, where only one word is shortened while the other one is not.
To recapitulate, in this sample, slang makes use of the same patterns of blending
as Standard English. The more frequent pattern was exemplified by the words bizza,
brenner, brinner, brunch and journicle. But also, it enriches its vocabulary by less
recurrent patterns of blending, exemplified by corkage and tokemon. Moreover,
sometimes it may also use slang bases, such as toke in tokemon.

Conversion
Converted words represent the smallest group from the overall sample.
Conversion was used to coin only 6 words, representing 9% of the 78 slang
formations. The converted words are exemplified in Table 6.
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Table 6: Conversion
Drugs

chief, peezo, piff, primo, smoke, toke

The first word chief occurs in UD either as a verb or as a noun. As for the verb
it has either the general meaning (1) ‘to smoke marijuana’ (UD) or the more
specified meaning (2) ‘to take an additional hit of marijuana, against the rules of
the group, if smoked in a circle’. In this case of the verb, it can be considered as
a conversion from the Standard English noun chief ‘a leader or ruler of a people or
clan’ (OED). Additionally, as mentioned above, the word chief also appears in UD
as a noun with the meaning ‘someone who hogs the marijuana when passing a bowl,
joint, or bong’. However, since there is no change in the word class of the base, it
is an example of semantic change from the Standard English noun chief rather than
an example of conversion. Within the numerous definitions of this word in UD
there are some explanations of its possible origin. It is explained that if there was
a group of Indians smoking a peace pipe, it was always their chief who got the first
drag (UD). What is interesting is the word’s semantic derogation which occurs in the
second meaning of the verb mentioned above. The positive implications of respect
linked with an Indian chief are completely changed in the second meaning of the
verb chief, which denotes an act evaluated rather negatively.
The next word is peezo ‘glass pipe used to smoke crystal meth’. It has the
same meaning as the word piezo ‘a pipe used for smoking freebase crystal
methamphetamine’ also occurring in UD. In Standard English, piezo represents
a combining form with the meaning ‘pressure’ from Greek piezein ‘to press
tight, squeeze’ (OETD). It usually occurs in words such as piezoelectric,
piezoceramic or piezomagnetic. One possible interpretation of the slang word
piezo/peezo is that it represents a conversion from the Standard English combining
form piezo, which is usually attached to bases and cannot stand on its own, to
a free nominal lexeme denoting a special type of pipe.
Another converted word is the noun piff ‘high quality marijuana’. This is an
example of onomatopoeic word serving as basis for further derivation. It is necessary
to note that derivations from onomatopoeia cannot be treated as onomatopoeic
words anymore (Körtvélyessy, 2020: 11). Therefore, in this case, we are dealing
with a conversion from the Standard English onomatopoeic piff ‘representing the
sound of a short, abrupt displacement or passage of air as caused by the flight of
a bullet, a small explosion, an expression of contempt’ (OED) to the slang noun
piff denoting marijuana.
The next example is primo, which appears in UD either as an adjective (1)
‘of the best quality’ or as a noun (2) ‘a joint or blunt containing both marijuana
and cocaine’. In the case of the adjective, it probably exemplifies suffixation by
– o from the base prime ‘first, original, first in order of time’ (OETD). However,
the majority of definitions in UD explain primo as a noun and, therefore, it can
be considered as a conversion from the already-exemplified adjective primo.
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The following word smoke appears in UD either as a verb or as a noun. In
the case of the verb, it has the following definition: ‘to light up a rolled up
cigarette or similar instrument, usually packed with drugs, then stick it in your
mouth and inhale’. In this situation, the verb is not an example of conversion,
because the word class of the slang word remains the same, as in Standard
English word; it only represents a mere extension of the meaning. However, in
the case of the noun, it occurs with the following definition: ‘drugs that are
smoked, or something to smoke, generally weed’. In such a situation, it may be
considered as a conversion from the verb to smoke to the noun a smoke.
The last example toke occurs in UD either as a noun or as a verb. In the case of
the noun, its meaning is ‘an inhalation or draw of marijuana smoke’, and it represents
a conversion from the earlier verb toke ‘to inhale marijuana smoke’. In the case of
the verb, it can be considered as a borrowed moneme because the origin of the verb
is probably from the Spanish word tocar (1) ‘touch, tap, hit’ or (2) ‘get a share or part’
(OETD). This analysis was already mentioned above, in the discussion about toked.
To summarize, the types of conversion exhibited by the above-mentioned
words from the sample are various. First of all, there are some traditional patterns,
which also recur in Standard English, exemplified by N  V, V  N, A  N
conversion. But on the other hand, there are also less typical patterns, mentioned also
in Mattiello (2008) such as onomatopoeia  N exemplified by piff and combining
form  N exemplified by piezo/peezo. Additionally, even in this group of words
occurs one example of an irregular base of slang origin, exemplified by toke.

Conclusions
This paper aimed at finding out which word-formation processes were used
in coining of the 78 selected words. The following word-formation processes
were found to be used within the sample: compounding, shortening, suffixation,
blending and conversion.
Throughout the examination of complex slang words belonging to particular
word-formation processes, it was found out that the majority of them represented
rather typical examples of the individual word-formative processes which were
used in the same way as they are used in Standard English. However, as a rule,
within each word-formation process there appeared also some slang peculiarities
mostly in the form of bases of slang origin.
As far as the individual semantic groups examined are concerned, the most
fruitful was the semantic group DRUGS, which provided the largest number of
slang formations for the word-formation analysis. The reason why this group
included such a high number of slang formations may be interconnected with the
sociological properties of slang, such as restriction to social sub-groups (Coleman,
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2009: 2). It is presumable that the social sub-groups using slang terminology for
drugs care about the secrecy and restrictiveness of their conversations much
more than the users of slang terminology dedicated to food or college. This
implies that it is important for these drug communities to show, as Partridge
(1933: 7) notes, that they are “in the swim” while others are not.
In the case of the respective word-formation processes, compounding,
derivation and conversion were the most highly represented in the semantic
group DRUGS. The highest number of shortenings appeared in the semantic group
COLLEGE, probably because young people tend to avoid long constructions and
prefer economy of expression in their conversations. Finally, the largest proportion
of blends occurred in the semantic group FOOD. This is presumably because blends
are usually iconic in a way that they represent the “concept of [their] two base
words, and [their] meaning is thus contingent on the semantic relation between the
two base words” (Bat-El, 2006: 66). In the context of food, this is crucial since
food ingredients are often combined together to create the contingent of taste.
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STATISTICS FOR LINGUISTS REVISITED: THE REVIEW
OF SOME BASIC STATISTICAL TOOLS IN LINGUISTIC
RESEARCH AND DATA ANALYSIS
Abstract: The major aim of this paper is to emphasise the importance of implementing statistical
tools in the field of linguistic research, as well as to acquaint the reader with the basic statistical
methods that can be used while conducting linguistic studies. The article introduces the idea of five
steps in data analysis that any researcher of applied linguistics can take in order to carry out
relevant studies. The steps include choosing statistical programmes, eliciting data, selecting some
visual methods and applying normality tests, as well as choosing applicable parametric or nonparametric tests, all of which requires appropriate planning, designing, analysing and interpreting
data. The theoretical part is an interlude to the practical realisation of the above-mentioned five
steps, which is based on the part of linguistic research conducted on the students of English
Philology. The major purpose of it was to prove (or refute) that there is a positive correlation
between participants’ level of musical intelligence and their L2 pronunciation skills. The practical
use of statistical methods enables the readers to familiarise themselves with one of the patterns of
statistical analysis in the field of applied linguistics.
Key words: statistics, data analysis, quantitative methods, parametric and non-parametric tests

Introduction
There are numerous studies which prove that statistical literacy in the field
of applied linguistics, including Second Language Acquisition (SLA) require
more attention and linguists who attempt to conduct research often struggle with
the use of statistical tools. On the one hand, statistics is in most cases linked to
science and it attempts to present more systematic data, whereas linguistics, on
the other, is perceived as the field within which quantitative analyses are
implemented. It should not come as a surprise that quantitative analyses appear
more frequent in linguistics modern literature, yet according to Eddington
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(2015), there is still a large number of linguists who do not possess sufficient
knowledge and experience in statistics due to their lack of training. The issue
that appears among linguists is that they find it difficult to adjust existing
guidelines to linguistic reality. Hence, it is heartening that there is a growing
number of works on statistics written for the field of applied linguistics (Baayen
2008, Rasinger 2010, Larson-Hall 2010, Cantos Gómez 2013, Gries 2013,
Eddington 2015, etc.)
The following paper aims to prove that quantitative methods should not be
neglected in the field of applied linguistics. Some selected quantitative methods
will be presented and subsequently they will be based on the part of research
conducted between 2016-2017 on the group of students of English Studies from
the University of Rzeszow in Poland. The statistical analyses used to present
research results can be a guide for other linguists who struggle with the issue of
more sophisticated and advanced quantitative methods.
From the linguists perspective, the most important factor about statistics is to
know how to apply statistical tools and methods correctly to their studies. This
paper is to address this issue. It includes linguistic data sets which on the one
hand may suggest ways in which some other (similar or not) linguistic questions
may be answered using the same statistical research design methodology. On the
other, due to an overwhelming number of statistical methods, only the most
common used statistical analyses are included.

Literature Review
There is a growing number of academics who claim that statistical analysis
in linguistics, including SLA (Second Language Acquisition) studies are of
crucial importance (e.g. Lazaraton (2000; 2005), Loewen and Grass (2009)).
According to Loewen and Gass (2009:181), ‘SLA is not an innovator but an
increasingly knowledgeable borrower and adapter of statistical procedures’.
Moreover, Loewen et al. (2014) assessed statistical knowledge in the field of
applied linguistics and SLA. The major claim of their work is that ‘statistics [is]
an important and necessary component of applied linguistics/SLA research,
although more so by quantitatively oriented participants than by qualitatively
oriented ones’ (2014:20). They also emphasise the fact that researchers need
‘detailed guidelines […] and examples of good practice’ (2014:22).
The study of the quality of quantitative research in the field of applied
linguistics and SLA conducted by Plonsky and Grass (2011) has shown that
among 174 interaction studies published between 1981 and 2009, there is some
improvement research methodology and presentation of outcomes. Yet, there is
still a strong need to enhance the quality of using statistical methods in this area.
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The discrepancy in quality between research design in SLA studies and other
fields (e.g. psychology, sociology, etc.) may be the consequence of the lack of
training and acquiring statistical knowledge. Loewen et al. (2014:22) state that
‘applied linguists are at the lower end of statistical training’. This statement is
followed by research studies conducted by Aiken et al. (2008), Leech and
Goodwin (2008), Brown and Bailey (2008), Plonsky and Gass (2011). For
instance, Aiken et al. (2008) have shown in their research that the most
traditional techniques (e.g. ANOVA or multiple regression) are at the high level
among participants (graduate students) of research, however, more complex
methods as structural equation modelling and logistic regression are not so
frequently used. Woods, Fletcher and Hughes (1986:1-2) also highlight the
importance of statistical analyses in the field of linguistics. ‘[…] [S]tatistics
allows us to summarise complex numerical data and then, if desired, to draw
interferences from them. […] [It] serves the purpose of reducing complex data to
manageable proportions’.

Methodology
The following section attempts to present the most important stages that the
researcher can follow in the process of statistical data analysis. The stages are
divided into several steps, however, it should be emphasised that this path is only
an example which may be helpful to conduct analytical part of any linguistic
research. It is researcher’s choice whether to follow it or not, yet, it could be the
very start of a journey through professional statistical analysis.

Step one: choose the statistical programme
The following section is a short description of statistical programmes which
can be used in the field of applied linguistics.
Before a researcher is able to generate descriptive statistics, they must first
choose the statistical programme which will be the most suitable for the study.
The data are obtained from the computer software, within which the most popular
one is SPSS (Statistical Package for the Social Sciences). It was first launched in
1968 and subsequently acquired by IBM in 2009 (thus its official name is IBM
SPSS). The major function of SPSS is to analyse and edit all sorts of data. It
provides descriptive statistics, such as mean, median, mode, range, standard
deviation and standard error. It contains all basic statistical tests as well as
multivariate analyses, including correlation measures (Pearson and Spearman
correlation coefficients), regression, parametric (t-test, analysis of variance) non33

parametric tests (such as Mann-Whitney, Wilcoxon signed-ranks, sign tests),
factor analysis, etc. Moreover, SPSS is equipped with a graphical user interface
(GUI), which makes it user-friendly and intuitive.
R statistical programming language is a free statistical software developed
in the University of Auckland, New Zealand. It is not only for data analysis, but
also for data visualisation that is more powerful than SPSS, as it generates better
graphics, however, it does not have a user-friendly interface (instead of a graphical
user, it has a command line interface). Thus, in comparison to SPSS, it is considered
more complicated for non-statisticians and beginners.
Minitab also inputs statistical data and it might be used for linguists to elicit
data for their studies. It was developed at the Pennsylvania State University in
1972, and it mostly focuses on the analysis of statistical data, as well as the
interpretation of the obtained results. Interestingly, this statistical software was
originally intended as a tool for teaching statistics and for users with little
statistical experience. Additionally, due to its user-friendly interface, as well as
free online teaching resources, it is frequently used by the students of various
faculties, including linguistics. Moreover, this software is still the leader among
tools used for educational purposes and used by over 4,000 colleges and
universities around the world.
Another popular statistical software is SAS (Statistical Analysis System),
developed by SAS Institute. It is mostly used for advanced analytical studies,
multivariate analysis, business intelligence, data management and predictive
analytics, thus it is less frequently used for linguistic studies, however, still
possible to be used in this area.
To conclude, it is a researcher’s choice which statistical programme will be
used to complete the research analysis. Each programme can be adjusted to the
field of applied linguistics. Once the programme is selected, the next step will be
to elicit data.

Step two: elicit data
The major aim of this section is to present the second statistical step which
might be taken by the linguists to introduce the results of research. The variables
which are usually taken into account in the scientific research (including the field
of linguistics) can be grouped into three categories (measures), depending on
their utility. It is possible to distinguish measures of central tendency, variability
and shape. Measures of central tendency (or central location) include such variables
as average (mean), median, lower and upper quartile, maximum and minimum
value, and range (which might be also counted as a measure of variability). Their
main aim is to identify a typical value for a probability distribution. Among all of
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the above-mentioned variables, there are lower and upper quartiles which require
some explanation, as they are the least common values used in statistical analyses.
Lower quartile value can be defined as the median of the lower half of the data,
whereas the upper quartile value is the median of the upper half of the dataset.
Measures of variability include variance, standard deviation and coefficient
of variation. They describe the data spread. The variance tells the researcher how
spread out the data are, whereas standard deviation indicates how far, on average,
each value is from the mean. Finally, coefficient of variation (also known as CV
or RSD – relative standard deviation) measures the dispersion of frequency
distribution.
Measures of shape are skewness, kurtosis, as well as standardised skewness
and standardised kurtosis. All of the above identify the distribution of the data
within a dataset. Skewness indicates departure from horizontal symmetry of the
probability distribution of a real-valued random variable about its mean. It shows
which values are more frequent around the high or low ends of the distribution.
On the basis of that, it is possible to distinguish positively or negatively skewed
distribution. The first type appears when the right part of a tail of the histogram
is longer than the left side. Accordingly, left-side tail longer than the right sight
indicates negatively skewed distribution. Kurtosis also refers to the shape of
a random variable’s probability distribution, however, the main difference between
this and former is that it implies the ‘pointedness’ of a peak in the distribution
centre. In other words, skewness indicates the degree of symmetry, whereas kurtosis
shows the degree of ‘peakedness’. Last but not least, standardised skewness, as
well as standardised kurtosis determine if the sample set of data is normally
distributed. The values outside the range of -2 to +2 imply departures from
normal distribution, which refutes the possibility to use any statistical tests in
terms of standard deviation.
On the basis of the above, the last two variables, namely standardised
skewness and standardised kurtosis enable the researcher to provide information
whether the set of data is normally distributed or not. This is extremely important
in terms of the use of statistical tests (parametric or non-parametric), which will
be carefully described in the next subsection.

Step three: choose visual methods and apply normality tests
Graphical (or visual) method is one of the options that can be taken into
consideration while doing statistical analysis. It may be used as a first, initial step
to assess normality, however, it must be highlighted that this approach is not as
reliable as regular statistical tests and it does not guarantee interpretation that will
be free from error. According to Chambers et al. (1983:56), ‘[g]raphical methods
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provide powerful diagnostic tools for confirming assumptions, or […] for suggesting
corrective actions.’ Moreover, the visual presentation of research data enable readers
(and researchers) to judge its distribution by themselves. There is a large number
of variants of probability plots, including histograms, box plots, stem-and-leaf plots,
percent-percent plots (P-P), quantile-quantile plots (Q-Q), etc. However, due to
space limitations, only the most common plots, namely histograms and box plots
will be carefully described in terms of applied linguistics research.
Histogram
Due to its simplicity, histogram is considered to be the easiest and the most
common plot to present and interpret statistical data. It enables researchers to
inspect the data not only for its distribution but also skewness, kurtosis or
outliers. The ideal bell-shaped curve of presented data indicates its normality,
however, the lack of normal distribution can be also easily noticed with the use
of this visual method. The example below presents non-symmetric data of
linguistic research1, in which leptokurtosis occurs (this can be seen in the shape
of distribution, which is more peaked). The data are not normally distributed,
although most values centre around the average score (which is almost 9).
Histogram
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Figure 1. An example of histogram.

Box-and-Whisker plot
Also known as a Box Plot is another example of presenting the distribution of
dataset, which was first introduced by John W. Turkey. Each box consists of five1 Please note that the detailed description of the research can be found in Kusz, E. 2019.
Musical intelligence and its impact on English pronunciation skills in the process of second
language acquisition. Frankfurt am Mann, Bern, Bruxelles, New York, Oxford, Warszawa, Wien:
Peter Lang. DOI: https://doi.org/10.3726/b16166
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number summaries, within which there are five values: the most extreme (minimum
and maximum), the upper and lower quartiles, and the median. The example below
shows how this type of visual method attempts to plot data in a box.
Box-and-Whisker Plot
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Figure 2. An example of box-and-whisker plot.

Step four: choose relevant statistical tests
In order to ascertain the validity of the obtained data elicited from the first
and the second steps of statistical analysis, further statistical tests ought to be
conducted. The major aim of it is to check the compliance with the distribution
of dataset. For confirmation, tests of normality should be implemented. There are
several main tests of normality, including Kolmogorov-Smirnov (K-S) test,
Shapiro-Wilk test, Anderson-Darling test, Cramer-von Mises test, D’Agostino
skewness test, Anscombe-Glynn kurtosis test, D’Agostino-Pearson omnibus test,
and the Jarque-Bera test within which Kolmogorov-Smirnov test, Shapiro-Wilk
test and Jarque-Bera are the most popular among researchers in the field of
linguistics (Ghasemi and Zahediasl 2012). All of the above compare the sample
of data to the associated and normally distributed values with the same mean and
standard deviation. Hence, the null hypothesis is always that ‘sample distribution
is normal’. For the purpose of this paper, only two (Kolmogorov-Smirnov and
Shapiro-Wilk) tests will be described, as the practice section focuses on these
two examples.
Kolmogorov-Smirnov test
This test of normality is used to determine whether the distribution of the
scores of data is close to normal. It was first introduced by Kolmogorov (1933)
and subsequently modified and presented by Smirnov (1948). Despite its popularity,
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the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test has its limitations, namely it is highly sensitive to
extreme values which results in lack of recommendation, regardless of sample size.
Shapiro-Wilk test
According to Mendes and Pala (2003), this test of normality is considered to
be one of the most preferable and common ones due to its good properties of
power. It was derived by Shapiro and Wilk (1965), however, it was originally
restricted to the sample size of less than 50. The null hypothesis is rejected when
the p-value equals (or is less than) 0.05. The test enables to state with 95%
confidence that the data are (or are not) normally distributed and it provides
better power than the above-mentioned Kolmogorov-Smirnov test. Additionally,
there is a large number of researchers who recommend this type of normality test
as the best option for statistical analysis (e.g. Thode 2002).

Step five: choose parametric or non-parametric statistical test
The previous steps allow the researcher to decide which type of test, parametric or
non-parametric, should be applied regarding normal distribution of data set. If sample
groups are normally distributed the parametric test should be applied. Following
that, non-normally distributed data require application of non-parametric tests.
Kruskal-Wallis test
This type of test is also known as the ‘one-way ANOVA on ranks’, as it
attempts to ascertain the validity of data which are not normally distributed ,
whereas ANOVA goes with parametric samples. According to McKnight and
Najab (2010:4) it is a non-parametric test of statistics which major task is to
assess the differences between three or more independently sampled groups on
a single, non-normally distributed continuous variable. The Kruskal-Wallis test
is also an extension of the two-group Mann-Whitney U test.
Bartlett’s test
To decide which test, parametric or non-parametric, should be used in the
statistical analysis, it is of crucial importance to check the equality (or in other
words homogeneity) of variances. This will also allow to verify the null hypothesis,
which assumes that each sample of groups is of the same variance. Unequal
groups sizes indicate that the homogeneity is violated. In that case, Bartlett’s test
must be applied. This test introduced by Snedecor and Cochran (1989) checks the
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validity of the assumption of equal variances. Due to its sensitivity to departures
from normality, it is highly recommended to implement this type of test if one
attempts to test non-normality of dataset (especially when samples do not come
from normal distributions).
ANOVA
ANOVA stands for analysis of variance and it is a parametric test which
determines if there are any statistically significant differences among the means
of independent samples. This statistical technique was introduced by Ronald
Fisher – a statistician and evolutionary biologist in 1925. There are several
requirements that each dataset must meet in order to implement the ANOVA
test. First, each group sample must be normally distributed. Secondly, the
variance of data must be homogeneous. Third, the data must be numeric, and
finally the results obtained from the study cannot influence each other, which
means that they are sampled randomly and independently.
Multiple range tests
Before multiple range tests (also known as post hoc tests or multiple comparison
analysis tests) are carefully described, it is of utmost importance to highlight the
fact that they support ANOVA to fully analyse and understand group differences.
Thus, researchers who decide to use this parametric test, must also conduct tests
that enable them to notice the differences between particular control groups or
subgroups (“pair-wise” differences). Multiple range tests are used for comparing
means in an analysis of variance in order to determine which means of the
collected dataset are significantly different. The most popular multiple comparison
analysis tests are: Tukey, Newman-Keuls, Scheffée, Bonferroni and Dunnett
(McHugh 2011:203). Due to the space limitations, only the Tukey method will be
described, as it is the test used in the practical part of this paper.
Tukey’s multiple comparison analysis method (also known as Tukey’s honestly
significant difference test or Tukey’s HSD) is preferred for unequal group sizes
and it is applied to test experimental group against each control group. In order
to do the correct analysis, first ANOVA must be applied to evaluate whether there
are any bases to claim that the means of the sample research groups differ. Also,
both ANOVA and Tukey’s HSD test assume that the data from the different groups
come from the populations that are normally distributed and the standard deviation
is the same for each group (Olleveant 1999:304). Tukey’s multiple comparison
analysis method allows the researcher to determine which means among various
sets of means differ from each other. Its major aim is to determine if group
differences are statistically significant. Thus, it starts with testing the largest means
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pair-wise difference. If the difference is significant, the next pair is tested. It is
continued until the obtained value is not significant.

Results
Steps in practice: an example of statistical analysis on the basis of linguistics research

The following example of statistical analysis of the linguistic research may be
helpful in the process of analysis of any other linguistic data. The procedure is based
on the steps presented in the previous sections. Thus, it is of utmost importance to
begin with the review of standard statistical measures, including average, median,
standardised kurtosis and standardised skewness. The last two values enable
researchers to verify if the sample is normally distributed. For normally distributed
data parametric tests will be applied (ANOVA), whereas for those who are found
not normally distributed the non-parametric tests must be used (Kruskal-Wallis test).
Among 94 students of English Studies three groups (high, medium, low) were
distinguished, within which high group stands for the best scores achieved in
Wing’s musical intelligence test and low for the worst achievements. Their musical
intelligence level was subsequently juxtaposed with the results of pronunciation
test measured by three English native speakers and Praat software. The major aim
of statistical analysis was to find if there is a positive correlation between the abovementioned variables. For the purpose of this study, we shall focus on the
interdependence between musical intelligence level and Praat results, including
two variables: F0 (fundamental frequency) and speech rate. Moreover, it is important
to note that the statistical analysis is based on the absolute value, which is the
margin between the variables (F0 and speech rate (SR)) and their model values
obtained from Praat. Thus, they are called F0 range difference (F0D) and speech
rate difference (SRD). The less significant difference between the model value and
the outcome obtained from the research, the better final results participants achieved.

Statistical analysis for F0 Range Difference
Table 1. F0 range difference – selected statistical results.
Wing Level
Statistic
Count
Average
Median
Standardised Skewness
Standardised Kurtosis
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Low

Medium

High

27
120.848
120
2.1255
3.1148

36
93.9244
92.25
1.5738
0.54810

31
70.6968
61.4
2.4828
1.5862

Total
94
93.9977
91.2
3.2149
2.2515

As seen above, the group with the high level of musical intelligence achieved
the best results regarding average and median values. The analysis of standardised
skewness and kurtosis indicate that there might be some deviations from normal
distribution. In order to verify this assumption, step two must be taken, namely
the application of Shapiro-Wilk test.
Table 2. Test of normality for F0 Range Difference (94 participants).
Test

Statistic

P-Value

Shapiro-Wilk W

0.9559

0.0129

P-value obtained from the test confirms that it is unable to reject the assumption
that F0 Range Difference comes from a normal distribution. However, the researcher
should now check if there are no outliers which may disturb the validity of results.
Thus, the next step should be taken: visual methods.
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50

100

150

200

250

300

Figure 3. F0 Range Difference, level low, medium and high.

The box-and-whisker plot shows that there are some outliers (dots outside
the whiskers) which should be carefully analysed to ascertain the validity of the
given data. The research was based on the recordings of students’ utterances,
thus the outliers we can easily notice on the box-and-whisker plot were the result
of excluded from the research to ascertain its validity. After their removal, the
procedure of testing the normal distribution of data set must be repeated in order
to see if the outliers impacted the distribution of the studied group.
Before one decides whether parametric or non-parametric test should be
applied, one more requirement must be met, which is the homogeneity of variances.
In this case, Bartlett’s test is used to verify if the variances are equal for all
samples, however, data must come from a normal distribution. Also, there are
two hypotheses for the test: the null one which indicates that the variances are
equal for all studied samples, and the alternate hypothesis which implies that the
variances are not equal for one or more pair.
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Table 3. Bartlett’s test results for F0 Range Difference.

PRAAT

F0 D

Test

p-value

1.0213

0.4416

On the basis of the table above, the p-value is greater than (or equal to) 0.05,
which means there is no significant difference between the standard deviations at
the 95% confidence level. According to that, the parametric test – ANOVA – can
be applied. This is step number five.
ANOVA enables the researcher to verify the null and alternative hypotheses.
The null hypothesis implies that the arithmetic means obtained from the research
(in this case low, medium and high groups) do not differ significantly, whereas
alternative hypothesis indicates that at least one arithmetic mean of the given
variables is significantly different from the others. The table below presents the
results of the ANOVA test.
Table 4. ANOVA table for F0 Difference.
Source

Sum of Squares

Df

Mean Square

F-Ratio

P-Value

Between groups

27905.9

2

13952.9

9.08

0.0003

Within groups

121337

79

1535.91

Total (Corr.)

149243

81

As seen above, the ANOVA test enumerates two components of F0 variance:
between and within groups. The p-value is less than 0.05, which means that the
mean of F0 Difference of low, medium and high groups are significantly
different (95% confidence level). In order to verify which group means differ,
one must follow the next step and apply Multiple Range Tests2.
Table 5. Multiple Range Test for F0 Range Difference (Tukey HSD).
Contrast
high - low

Significance

Difference

+/- Limits

*

-46.3315

26.042

-18.4384

24.5998

27.8932

25.6382

high - medium
low - medium

*

2 It is important to note that if the p-value was greater than 0.05, there would be no statistically
significant difference between the given groups. In such a case, the Multiple Regression Tests do
not have to be applied.
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On the basis of the above, the statistical difference between the means of the
given groups appears among high-low and low-medium levels. This leads to the
conclusion that the least significant difference between the model value and F0D
is between medium and high groups, which suggests positive interdependence
among the level of musical intelligence and F0 range.

Statistical analysis for speech rate difference
Due to the fact that the box-and-whisker plot revealed outliers that should
have been removed from the dataset, the next parameter, speech rate difference
(SRD), measures the results obtained by 89 participants. The basic statistical
measures are presented in the table below.
Table 6. Speech rate difference – selected statistical results (89 participants).
Wing Level
Total
Statistic
Count

low

medium

High

25

34

30

89

Average

0.3425

0.349

0.2567

0.3161

Median

0.289

0.2325

0.241

0.244

Standardised Skewness

1.1446

5.7779

2.8524

8.1781

Standardised Kurtosis

-0.5034

7.8448

2.369

12.78

Again, the greater the difference between Praat results and Praat model value,
the less impact musical intelligence level has on L2 pronunciation skills. Standardised
kurtosis and skewness indicate that the dataset is not normally distribute d,
however, similarly to the previous value, it should be tested by applying ShapiroWilk test.
Table 7. Test of normality for speech rate difference.
Test

Statistic

P-Value

Shapiro-Wilk W

0.8265

≈0*

*Almost equal to 0

As seen above, the p-value is less than the significance level of 0.05, which
confirms that there are significant departures from normal distribution and results
in rejection of null hypothesis. In order to see if there are any outliers which should
be removed from the research, the box-and-whisker plot is presented.
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Figure 4. Speech rate difference (89 results).

The analysis of the above-presented box-and-whisker plot confirms that
there are another outliers that should be excluded from the research in order to
preserve the validity of the study. Following that, the Shapiro-Wilk test should
be applied once again in order to validate the normal distribution of dataset.
Table 8. Shapiro-Wilk test for speech rate difference after outliers exclusion.
Variable
SR D

Statistic

P-value

0.9184

≈0

As expected, the results of Shapiro-Wilk test revealed that the above-mentioned
variable is not normally distributed. On the basis of that, non-parametric test (in
this case Kruskal-Wallis test) can be used for the further steps of statistical
analysis.
Table 9. Kruskal-Wallis test results for speech rate difference (SRD).
Wing Level

Sample Size

Average Rank

Low

24

45.8333

Medium

30

40.9167

High

28

38.4107

Test statistic = 1.28382 P-Value = 0.526287

The null hypothesis which is verified with the use of Kruskal-Wallis test
indicates that the medians of speech rate difference value within all three groups
are the same. Since the p-value for SRD is greater than 0.05, it has been shown
that the parameters are not significant. As a result, it is possible to state that
the level of musical intelligence does not have an impact on participants’
speech rate.
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Discussion and Conclusion
The statistical analysis with the use of proper statistical methods and tools
can give meaning to the meaningless numbers, bring a new life to the lifeless
data, and finally lead to the meaningful research findings and their outstanding
interpretations. Such a picture not only can be drawn in the scientific studies but
also in the field of linguistics, which used to favour qualitative analyses in the
last few decades.
In line with the above-mentioned data analysis, as well as literature review,
it is without doubt that every researcher, including those who work in the field of
linguistics should be familiar with at least some of the basic concepts of statistical
methods, which by no means enable users to conduct well-designed and professional
research study. The use of relevant statistical methods helps to obtain valid and
reliable results of research and subsequently interpret them appropriately. Conversely,
incorrect implementation of statistical techniques caused by insufficient knowledge
and inexperience may lead to serious errors, erroneous conclusions which as
a consequence may undermine the significance of the research study. Hence, it is
of crucial importance to know the basic steps that should be taken in order to
design and conduct high quality research. Hence, the major aim of this paper was
to present five steps that should be taken in the process of gathering and
interpreting statistical data. Based on the data drawn from the quantitative
research on musical intelligence and its impact on L2 pronunciation skills, it is
argued that an appropriate knowledge about particular statistical methods will
result in improving research designs in any field, including linguistics.
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DERIVATIONAL NETWORKS OF ONOMATOPOEIA
Abstract: This paper presents research on the word-formation properties of onomatopoeia, or words
imitating natural sounds. The research is conducted with the model of derivational networks, a relatively
new approach to the theory of derivational paradigms, introduced for the first time in the book
Derivational Networks Across Languages. The main aim of the analysis is to discover whether
onomatopoeia can become a productive word-formation bases, and if so, how productive, and what kind
of derivatives can be created. The research also compares English and Slovak onomatopoeia. The paper
is divided into three main sections: part 2 introduces the concept of derivational networks and discusses
its evolution through the works of Czech and Slovak linguists. Part 3 discusses the notion of
onomatopoeia, what it is, and how it is understood and defined for the purpose of this research. Finally,
part 4 presents the research itself, including the methodology, results, and discussion.
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Introduction
Derivational paradigms have long been subject to numerous disputes in the
linguistic sciences. Recently, cross-linguistic research introducing a new approach
to the derivational paradigms has been published in the book Derivational
Networks Across Languages, edited by Bulgarian and Slovak linguists Lívia
Körtvélyessy, Alexandra Bagasheva a Pavel Štekauer. Their method of derivational
networks provides an in-depth analysis of derivational paradigms and confirms not
only their existence, but also usefulness. In this paper I build upon the foundations
laid in their book and use derivational networks to specifically examine the
derivational properties of onomatopoeic words.
Thus, in this paper I describe both the concept of derivational networks and the
notion of onomatopoeia in more detail and establish a definition for onomatopoeia
which will be used in the research. In the end, the results from my research are
presented.
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Derivational Networks
The concept of derivational networks is relatively new in linguistic morphology.
The idea itself, however, is closely related to the notion of morphological
paradigms, specifically their understanding in Czech and Slovak linguistic
tradition. The theory of derivational networks is inspired primarily by the work
of Dokulil (1962), Furdík (2004) and Horecký (1989), being an expansion on
their theory of derivational nests.
According to Furdik (2004) and Dokulil (1962), derivational paradigms
combine with so-called derivational chains to create a new structure – derivational
nests. As Furdík (2004) defines it, a derivational chain is a series of motivated
units, starting with an original, unmotivated unit, and followed by more complex
units, each one motivated by the preceding one. As an example, he provides the
chain of the Slovak lexeme písať ‘to write’, as can be seen in Table 1 (Furdík, 2004).
Table 1: Derivational chain of Slovak písať (Furdík 2004)
Unmotivated unit

I

II

Slovak

písať

za-písať

zapis-ovať

English

‘write’

‘write
down’

‘write
down’
(durative)

III

IV

V

zapisova-teľ zapisovateľ-ka
‘recorder’
(male)

zapisovateľk-in
‘belonging to
a female
recorder’

‘recorder’
(female)

Furdik’s derivational paradigm, on the other hand, is a group of derivatives,
each of which is derived immediately from the same motivating unit and not
motivated between themselves, as can be seen in Table 2 with an example of the
Slovak lexeme škola ‘school’ (Furdík 2004).
Table 2: Derivational Paradigm of Slovak škola (Furdík 2004)
Motivating Unit
Slovak

škola

Motivated Units
English

‘school’

Slovak

English

škol-ák

‘pupil’

škol-ník

‘janitor’

škôl-ka

‘kindergarten’

škol-stvo

‘education system’

škol-ička

‘school’ (diminutive)

Within the chain, each motivated unit can become a motivating unit for
several other units. Derivational paradigms can be thus merged with derivational
chains. The result would be an organised system of interconnected units, all
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derived from one unmotivated unit. Furdík terms it as a nest (Slovak ‘hniezdo’),
in Dokulil’s terminology it is called family (Czech ‘čeleď’).
The theory of derivational networks builds upon these foundations but with
altered terminology and one extra dimension. In this model, the vertical dimension
represents all direct derivatives of a single word-formation base (Furdik’s
derivational paradigm), and the syntagmatic dimension represents all linear
derivations of a single word-formation base (Furdik’s derivational chain)
(Körtvélyessy et al. 2020). However, a derivational network is not complete until
the third, semantic dimension, is added to a paradigm. As stated by Körtvélyessy
et al. (2020: 11) “a combination of derivatives from the same base simultaneously
identifies a combination of semantic categories realized in the process of
consecutive derivations. Semantics thus functions as an indispensable third
dimension of our model”. Each derivative is thus assigned its semantic category
based on the last derivational step. An example of one line of syntagmatic
dimension of a Slovak lexeme dom ‘house’ could be dom → domček → domčekový,
with the semantic categories being DIMINUTIVE for the first order, and QUALITY
for the second. (Körtvélyessy et al. 2020).
All three dimensions together form a derivational network, defined by
Körtvélyessy et al. (2020: 11) as “a network of derivatives derived from the
same word-formation base (simple underived word) with the aim of formally
representing specific semantic categories”. An example of such a network is
provided with the base onomatopoeic word snap in Table 3:
Table 3: Derivational Network for the English snap
1st order
Durative Resultative
1A snap

Action
2A1
snapping

Quality

2nd order
Agent
Reversative

Privative

2A2
snapping
2A3
snappy

3rd order
Manner

3A3a
snappily
2A4
snapper
2A5 unsnap
2A6
snapless

1B snap

For a better reading of the table, each derivative is identified with a number.
Based on the numbers, it is possible to observe from what base each new word is
derived, and thus track its derivational history, e.g. word 1A motivates words
2A1-2A6 in the 2nd order, one of which (2A3) motivates word 3A3a in the 3rd order.
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The model of derivational networks thus provides a brand-new perspective
on derivational paradigms and the complexity of derivational processes. Such
a model can capture the complexity of derivational relations, which the twodimensional models could not accomplish.

Onomatopoeia
To properly conduct the research it is necessary to define how this paper treats
onomatopoeia. In general, onomatopoeic words are understood as a direct imitation
of what we hear, i.e. natural noises or sounds imitated by means of speech sounds
(Marchand 1960). It is an iconic imitation of extralinguistic reality which has
universal features. But it is important to recognise that an onomatopoeic word is
not an icon itself, and its ‘universality’ has boundaries as well.
According to Körtvélyessy (2020: 7), “each onomatopoeic word is a combination
of the underlying sound-imitation principle and a symbolic layer”. It is because
each language has its own specific phonological system and its own system of
transcription, and those systems are employed when creating onomatopoetic
words. External sounds are, therefore, transcribed differently in each language
and, as a result, English dogs bark woof-woof, while Slovak dogs bark hav-hav.
Consequently, it is inevitable for the onomatopoeic words to be in each language
conventionalised, and thus gain a certain degree of symbol. As a result, Körtvélyessy
(2020: 7) refers to them as iconic symbolic signs. In the following paragraphs,
both aspects of their nature are described in more detail.
Onomatopoeic words are iconic because it is possible to compare the acoustic
characteristic of various phonemes with the acoustic characteristics of natural
sounds. For example, plosives /p/ or /b/ are often connected with onomatopoetic
words representing “intense natural sounds of short duration”, whereas long
vowels are used to imitate prolonged tones (Flaksman 2018: 4). Based on the
comparison of oscillogram recordings of speech sounds with the sounds of the
natural world, S.V. Voronin (as cited in Flaksman 2018) defines five major subclasses of onomatopoeia as they are realised in English: a) instants imitate pulselike sounds via the plosives (tap, tick or clap), b) continuants imitate prolonged
tones via long vowels (e.g. hoot, peep) or prolonged noises via fricatives and
sibilants (e.g. sizzle, hiss), c) frequentatives imitate vibratory via trills (e.g. purr,
chirr), d) instant-continuants imitate sounds where pulses and tones are combined
(e.g. clash, plump), and e) frequentative-instant-continuants combines vibratory,
pulse-like and tone-like elements to create onomatopoeic words like crash or thrum.
Different phonotypes and their iconic use in onomatopoeia formation may be
universal, but individual phonemes, which are a part of those phonotypes, are not.
And since the sets of phonemes differ from language to language, the resulting
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onomatopoeic words differ as well. As a result, they need to be conventionalised,
which results in the arbitrary nature of onomatopoeia – i.e., conventionalisation of
phonetically identical onomatopoeic words which relate to several different
meanings. As was indicated by Fischer (1999: 124), if the onomatopoeic words
were truly iconic only, we could not “expect to find any of the features which are
characteristic of the arbitrary and conventional vocabulary of a language:
ambiguity, polysemy, homonymy, synonymy and so on”. As he claims, if whoosh
was truly iconic, it would not represent the sound of rushing wind, it would be the
sound of rushing wind, only produced by a different source. The problem is, the
rushing wind can be expressed by other onomatopoeic words, such as shoo,
swoosh, or even shshsh, which results in synonymy. Moreover, the sound shshsh
can be used to express not only the rushing wind, but also the sound of waves or
the sound of trains, which is homonymy. As a result, Fisher (1999: 125) claims
that “the context…, coupled with the speaker's knowledge of certain conventions,
is necessary for understanding”, hence the arbitrary nature of onomatopoeia.
Conventionalised onomatopoeia may consequently enter the system of
a language in a classic manner. As mentioned by Körtvélyessy (2020: 15),
“arbitrariness puts these words on the same level with the dominant part of the
vocabulary”. Onomatopoeic words may, therefore, serve as the derivational
bases for new lexemes and, as a result, their iconic nature may be gradually lost.
The onomatopoeic word miaow, for example, is often “extended in meaning to
denote the action of making the sound – to miaow” (Feist 2013: 107). Thus, the
verb to miaow is not a direct imitation of sound anymore, it is a feline activity.
Moreover, it can even become a complex word composed of an iconic base and
fully arbitrary affixes. If the onomatopoeic words are to be understood as
imitations of natural sounds, can these derivatives then, still be considered
onomatopoeic words?
As an answer, Körtvélyessy (2020) suggests distinguishing between two
types of sound-imitating words, based on the function of the sound imitation.
She divides onomatopoeia into primary, and secondary onomatopoeia, where the
former term is used for the cases where “sound imitation both motivates and
defines the word” (Körtvélyessy 2020: 35), and the latter is used when the sound
imitation has only a motivating function. Therefore, miaow is a primary
onomatopoeic word, whereas the motivated to miaow is of secondary nature.

Derivational Networks of Onomatopoeia
The research is focused on the productivity of primary onomatopoeic bases
in creating secondary onomatopoeia. I use a sample of 40 primary onomatopoeic
bases from English and 40 from Slovak. The samples are divided into 2 different
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types, where onomatopoeia from Sound Type #1 imitate the sounds of animals,
and Sound Type #2 imitates the sounds produces by various falls or bursts. They
are listed in the Tables 4 and 5.
Table 4: Onomatopoeic Words from Type #1 - Animal Sounds

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25

English

Imitated Sound

Slovak

Imitated Sound

howl
miaow
purr
grunt
oink
baa
bow-wow
ruff
woof
cluck
cheep
chirp
pip
peep
tweet
trill
squawk
crow
quack
cuckoo
koax
ribbit
buzz
hiss
croak

long cry of dog or wolf
cry of cat
vibratory sound of cat
of a pig
of a pig
of sheep/lamb
of a dog
of a dog
of a dog
of a hen
of a young bird
of a small bird
of a small bird
of a young bird/mouse
of a bird
vibratory sound of bird
harsh sound of bird
of a crow/raven
of a duck
of a cuckoo
of a frog
of a frog
low humming of insect
of a snake
of a frog

mé
bú
mú
kroch
kvik
hav
mňau
brum
kvak
cvrk
čip
čiri
hú
kuku
čvirik
čimčara
krá
kŕk
hrkú
cukrú
kikirikí
kotkodák
kvok
gá
vŕr

of a goat
of a cow
of a cow
of a pig
of a pig
of a dog
of a cat
of a bear
of a frog
of a cricket
of a little bird
of a swallow
of an owl
of a cuckoo
of a sparrow
of a sparrow
of a crow/raven
of a frog
of a pigeon
of a pigeon
of a cock
of a hen
of a hen
of goose
dog's growl

Table 5: Onomatopoeic Words from Type #2 - Falls, Strokes, Bursts
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English

Imitated Sound

Slovak

Imitated Sound

1
1
2
3

2
bong
clap
knock

4
hrk
buch
bác

5
jolting
of strike, gun-shot or fall
of strike, gun-shot or fall

4

plonk

3
low-pitched resonant
explosive, as of thunder
regular thumping noise
of sth. being heavily
set down

puk

short sharp

1
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

2
pop
pow
zing
whomp
boom
wham
kaboom
blam
bang
thud
snap

3
light explosive
blow or explosion
vibrating or buzzing noise
dull, heavy
loud, deep, resonant
of a forcible impact
of a loud explosion
of an explosion
sudden loud, sharp noise
dull, heavy
sharp cracking

4
pác
prásk
klap
šťuk
lup
plesk
ťuk
šuch
vrzg
klop
ďob

5
of strike, gun-shot or fall
of strike, gun-shot, fall or breaking
impact of hard objects
of a sharp hard impact
of a stroke, impact
of lashing
of tapping
fast motion over the surface
of scrooping
of knocking
of rapid pricking, pecking etc.

For each base I then created its derivational network. In the Slovak language,
I used the Dictionary Portal of the Ľudovít Štúr Institute of Linguistics (Slovníkový
portál Jazykovedného ústavu Ľ. Štúra SAV), a website allowing one to search
through all the major Slovak dictionaries, and the Slovak National Corpus
(Slovenský národný korpus). For the English language, I used the online
dictionaries LEXICO, Collins Dictionary and Merriam-Webster Dictionary,
accompanied by Corpus of Contemporary American English.
After compiling the networks, it was time to gather the data they offered.
Table 6 provides an example, representing the 2nd order of derivation of the Type #2
words. As can be seen, this table provides several pieces of information. Firstly,
I can see the actual number of all derivatives for the selected order of derivation.
For example, the most productive word in the 2nd order was the word snap with
6 derivatives in total. Counting it together with the rest of the orders would
answer the question of the largest derivational network in Type #2 of English
onomatopoeia. Secondly, it tells me the highest possible number of derivatives
for each semantic category (e.g. the Type #2 words can create at max 2 derivatives
in semantic category QUALITY), as well as the maximum number of derivatives
possible for the 2nd order (the Type #2 words can create at max 9 derivatives in
the 2nd order).
Table 6: Second Order of Derivation of the English Type #2
Action Quality Instrument Diminutive Agent Reversative Privative Total

1
bong
clap
knock
plonk

2

3

4

1
1
1

1
1
1

1
1
2

5

6

7

8

Saturation
(%)

9

10

3
3
4
0

33.33
33.33
44.44
0
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1
pop
pow
zing
whomp
boom
wham
kaboom
blam
bang
thud
snap
Maximum
Possible
Number
of
Derivatives

2

3

1
1

1
1
2

4

5

6

7

8

1

1

1

9
0
0
2
2
3
1
0
0
3
1
6

1

1

1

9

1

1

1
1
1

1

1

2

1

2

2

1

Average Saturation

10
0
0
22.22
22.22
33.33
11.11
0
0.00
33.33
11.11
66.67

20.74

From these two values, I can acquire the saturation value for each derivational
base. Dividing the sum of derivatives (e.g. 6 derivatives for snap) by the maximum
possible number (9) gives the percentage value of how much the derivational
network of a selected base is saturated as compared to the rest of the derivational
order (e.g. snap has 66.67% saturation value in the 2nd order of derivation). This
can then be transposed to the whole network. Finally, I can also see that the
average saturation value in the 2nd order of the Type #2 is 20.74%. I carried out
the same process for all 40 onomatopoeic words from my sample.
The data acquired then provided the following results. Firstly, it became
obvious that the Slovak onomatopoeic words are much more productive in wordformation than their English counterparts. These results are taken from Tables 7–9.
For example, while the average size of a Slovak network was 13.43 derivatives,
an average English network was only 4.35 derivatives. The difference is even
more striking when the maximum values are compared: the largest Slovak network
had 37 derivatives; the largest English network only 9 derivatives. The value of
Maximum Derivational Network was 119 potential derivatives in Slovak, and
only 22 in English. In short, the Slovak onomatopoeic networks were always
significantly larger.
Table 7: The Average Size of Derivational Networks

SK
EN
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Type #1

Type #2

Combined

9.72
4.68

19.6
3.8

13.43
4.35

Table 8: Words with the Highest Number of Derivatives
Order of Derivation
Type #1
SK

Type #2
Combined
Type #1

EN

Type #2
Combined

Full
Network

1st

2nd

3rd

4th

5th

4
cvrk, vŕŕ
3
hrk, šuch
4
cvrk, vŕŕ
3
cuckoo
3
bong
3
cuckoo, bong

14
kvik
18
plesk
18
plesk
5
quack
6
snap
6
snap

6
kvik
13
prásk
13
prásk
1
howl
1
snap
1
howl, snap

3
mé
9
buch
9
buch

1
mé, gá
2
hrk, klop
2
hrk

–

–

–

–

–

–

24
kvik
37
prásk
37
prásk
8
howl
9
snap
9
snap

Table 9: Maximum Derivational Network

SK

EN

Type #1
Type #2
Combined
Type #1
Type #2
Combined

1st

2nd

3rd

4th

5th

6
6
8
3
4
5

28
35
46
11
9
14

14
38
41
3
1
3

6
16
19

1
4
5

Maximum
Derivational
Network
55
99
119
17
14
22

However, the truth is that the primary onomatopoeic words themselves
created very little immediate derivatives in Slovak, as suggested by the small 1st
order. It was their persistent derivation into verbs, a derivationally very rich
category, which resulted in such large networks. As indicated by Ivanová
(2020: 102), who conducted research into Slovak derivational networks in the
Derivational Networks Across Languages, “there is a rich set of prefixes with
different spatial and aspectual meanings that can be added to a verb”, and
therefore “[t]he richest derivational networks are typical of Slovak verbs”. As
a result, the derivational networks of onomatopoeia became rich as well.
The frequent derivation into verbs in Slovak had an impact on the distribution
of semantic categories as well. The most productive semantic categories were
either those reflecting verbs, or derivatives of verbs, such as ACTION, DURATIVE,
INCEPTIVE, or REFLEXIVE. The largest number of derivatives belonging to
one category was 89 derivatives in the category ACTION. In English, the
situation was different, since the most productive semantic categories were
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RESULTATIVE and QUALITY. These two categories accounted for 37 derivatives
each. The English onomatopoeic networks thus consisted mostly of nouns and
adjectives, with verbs being only in the 1st order with the meaning ‘to make
sound of’, and rarely anything else, unlike in Slovak. The data is presented in
Table 10.
Table 10: Most Productive Semantic Category
Order of Derivation

Type #1

SK

Type #2

Combined

Type #1
EN

Type #2
Combined

1st

2nd

3rd

Durative

Inceptive

Manner

40

49

9

Durative

Action

Reflexive

18

26

24

Inceptive,
Quality
2
Reflexive,
Quality
5

Durative

Action

Reflexive

Quality

25

7

2
Manner
Reciprocal
2

_

_

_

_

_

_

58
67
Durative
Quality
Resultative
23
27
Resultative Quality
14
10
Resultative Quality
37

37

Manner
3
Manner
1
Manner
4

4th

5th

Full
Networks

Manner
2
Reciprocal

Action
89

Resultative,
Quality
37

Another interesting conclusion can be drawn regarding the systematicity of
networks. As already mentioned, the size of English derivational networks could
not be compared with Slovak, but the small English networks opened the way for
higher saturation and more similar, and therefore more predictable, derivational
networks. For example, an average English derivational network was saturated
up to nearly 20% of MDN value. The number was even higher when the two
semantic types of onomatopoeia were distinguished. An average Slovak
network, on the other hand, was saturated only up to 11%. The strong
systematicity of English networks can be seen especially in the 1st order of
derivation, where the saturation was more than 60% for Type #1 onomatopoeia,
and nearly 50% for Type #2. To compare, an average network of the same
category in Slovak was saturated up to 31% in Type #1 and 25% in Type #2.
To conclude, even though smaller, the English derivational networks of
onomatopoeia seem to have better systematicity than the large Slovak networks.
The data are presented in Table 11.
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Table 11: Average Saturation Value

SK

EN

1st (%)

2nd (%)

3rd (%)

4th (%)

5th (%)

Total (%)

Type #1

31.33

22.14

Type #2

25.56

27.43

8.86

5.33

8.00

17.67

17.02

10.83

6.67

19.80

Combined

21.88

16.25

7.81

4.47

3.00

11.28

Type #1

62.67

23.63

6.67

27.53

Type #2

46.67

20.74

6.67

27.14

Combined

37.50

16.61

5.00

19.77

Conclusions
Primary onomatopoeic bases are, in fact, productive in word-formation,
creating various types of the secondary onomatopoeia. However, there is
considerable difference between their productivity in Slovak and in English.
While the Slovak onomatopoeia tend to form large networks, English networks
are much smaller. However, English networks are more systematic and predictable,
which is reflected in their high values of saturation, as compared to Slovak. The
high productivity of Slovak onomatopoeia seems to be due to the large derivational
capacity of verbs in the Slovak language in general. This is because the first step
for all Slovak primary onomatopoeia was to derive into a verb, which created
many possibilities for the numerous subsequent derivations. Consequently, the
majority of onomatopoeic derivatives in the Slovak samples were either verbs or
derivatives of verbs, which is reflected in the productivity of semantic categories
like DURATIVE, REFLEXIVE or ACTION. English, on the other hand, formed
mostly nouns and adjectives, as can be seen in the productivity of categories
QUALITY and RESULTATIVE.
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LANGUAGE AND CULTURE IN BILINGUALS’ MIND:
INSIGHTS FROM CASE STUDIES
Abstract: The present article deals with a number of themes that pertain to culture and language
relation in bilingual reality, most notably how bilingualism is defined and classified in the literature,
and how bicultural bilinguals’ languages and cultures are interconnected. In the subsequent
research part, the reported data formed the basis for conclusions supported by two-year observation
and interviews of 4 Spanish-English bilinguals. The case studies allowed to gather information
regarding their linguistic and cultural behaviour and how they identify themselves both linguistically
and culturally. Each case study is discussed and conclusions on parallel points along with
dissimilarities between accounts of the linguistic and cultural reality experienced in both languages
are outlined.
Key words: bilingualism, Mexican-Americans, individual bilingualism, bicultural, language and culture

Introduction
The articulation of bilingualism and biculturalism into commodity culture is
a certain confirmation of the escalating centrality of these phenomena to many
communities. Yet, a pragmatic exploration in the natural sciences is beset with
numerous problems in defining these multidisciplinary terms as they draw from
linguistic, psychological, sociological and pedagogical perspectives (BłasiakTytuła 2011:22; Skutnabb-Kangas 2012:140).
Many researchers (e.g. Grosjean 2008; Kurcz 2005; Davies 2003; Grimes 2000)
confirm the above by stating that it is difficult to capture bilingualism into strict
semantic compartments. Thus, one may conclude after Altarriba and Heredia
(2008:4) that research into this field should proceed with the emphasis on its
description, not definition, since the researchers’ objective is not necessary to
define this term, but to “unpack all that comes with it” (ibid.). For Błasiak-Tytuła
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(2011:36) bilingualism is best regarded as a continuum at which one end is
a monolingual speaker, while at the other – an individual who has acquired both
languages in a naturalistic way (mostly in childhood period) and who is best
described as speaking the first and the second language fluently. What is
important to note is the fact that between extreme monolingualism and full
bilingualism there exist various types of bilingual speech (Figure 1). In theory,
this kind of ambi- or equilingualism is regarded as ideal, yet rare in practice
(Skutnabb-Kangas 1981:77; Weinreich 1953:6).
Monolingualism

Balanced bilingualism

Various forms of bilingualism
Figure 1. Monolingualism-bilingualism continuum
(own elaboration based on Błasiak-Tytuła 2011:36).

Hoffmann (1991) and Baker (2006) use the term individual bilingualism in
reference to an individual speaker, who is aware of and uses more than one
linguistic code. Individual bilinguals include speakers who voluntarily decided
to become elite bilinguals or people willing to assimilate into a second/other
language to improve their socioeconomic situation abroad; people who study
a foreign language at school; speakers born in bilingual families, communities or
countries for whom bilingualism represents the norm of living; and those who
have become bilingual due to the external factors such as political, social, or
economic pressure (Skutnabb-Kangas 1981:75). The debate over the crucial
elements of the nature of individual bilingualism has long been developed around
seven determinants: language competence, cognitive organisation, age, acquisition
of a given language, second language community presence in the habitat, sociocultural status and cultural identity (Hamers and Blanc 2000:31). Nonetheless, Bee
Chin and Wigglesworth (2007:18) narrow the list down to five main variables:
linguistic competence degree, contextual situation, age, domain and social
belonging. As the authors emphasise, social identity, attitudes towards society or
social groups, demographic aspects and the organisation of both linguistic systems
in the bilingual’s mind all are significant contributors to the individual bilingualism
processes and form the basis of inquiry on bilingualism itself.
Turning to defining the term biculturalism, Grosjean (1982; see also 2008)
offered three factors to describe the bicultural person, specifically: taking part in
life of the two cultures, adapting his/her languages, attitudes, etc. to these cultures,
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and combining some aspects of these cultures. Interestingly, as in the case of
language dominance, one may speak of cultural dominance in bilinguals as they
tend to favour one of the two cultures they live in. Nguyen and Benet-Martinez
(2007) echo Grosjean’s point of view by claiming that bicultural people are exposed
to the two cultures and, therefore, synthetize both of them into one behavioural
repertoire. According to the authors, biculturals are able to switch between cultural
schemas, standards and behaviours in response to cultural prompts. What may be
also observed is that biculturals are prone to the so-called blend phenomenon –
they can be identified by the two aspects: an adaptable and controllable one
allowing them to adapt to a given situational context and a more static, such as the
blend of features from the two cultures, that is always present and cannot be adjusted
and modified to a specific situation (Grosjean 2015:575). This blend phenomenon
is far less apparent in the linguistic component of bicultural bilinguals. While
combining linguistic systems by code-switching and borrowings is frequent, the
actual mixing of languages is not so common in the case of individual bilinguals.

Language and culture
Trying to describe language and culture relation, the research into the cultural
background in the 19th century perceived language as an interpretation of reality
(e.g. Breal qtd in Błasiak-Tytuła 2011:64). 20th-century scholars investigated the
linguistic system in terms of an autonomous phenomenon, which is isolated to
non-linguistic factors (e,g, Saussure qtd in Maduro 1987:19).
According to Bartmiński (2006:14-16), everything depends on the correlation
of a specific element to the other components at a given point in time since ,
irrespective of terminology, the meaning of a word chair in English is connected
to the fact that the English language system has created the form chair for the
individual user to provide this word with an arbitrary meaning and, at the same
time, to enable its use in a conventional way. Therefore, it is evident that culture
and language are directly interconnected which leads to an open debate among
linguists whether language use is dependent on how people live, think and construct
their culture. The above may be acknowledged in a branch of functional linguistics
– cognitive linguistics. The terms functional and cognitive highlight the assumption
that a linguistic system is formed by the functions attributed to language by its
users. The most crucial is the language ability to express human cognition ,
experience, or, most generally, culture. The linguistic system chosen for
communicative objectives is “in the form it has and in the substance it
communicates” (Langacker 2008:4). What Narrog (2010:408) adds is that
“language-specific terminology and structure are the diachronic product of their
users’ activities in specific cultures as well as societies”. Thus, language is one
of the most significant components of culture.
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Anusiewicz et al. (2000:21) claim that linguistic systems reflect a hierarchy of
values and a system of meanings. As the researchers further point out, language
itself contains a model of the world and affects the way people shape their view of
the reality surrounding them. This social experience encoded in language allows
the speaker to rule on or evaluate the reality around him/her (Tokarski 2001:343).
As the above overview suggests, at least in the area of language-culture
studies, the connection between the two is positive, indisputable, if not absolute.
Bartmiński (2006:15-16) proposes three basic relational possibilities:
1) language and culture are analog (language < > culture): the way in which
linguistic system is used and the way the world is seen/experienced reflect
each other;
2) language is determinant of culture (language > culture), language usage governs
the way the world is seen/experienced;
3) language is a derivative of culture (language < culture); the way the world is
seen/experienced determines the way in which language is used.
In this regard, the persistent question is as follows: what is bridging language
and culture together? For Błasiak-Tytuła (2011:173), bilingualism allows having
two tools for self-fulfilment. Bilinguals can create a free and individual identity. In
other words, they become a person in two different communities. The knowledge
of two linguistic systems helps to escape from a one-sided picture of the world. In
this regard, the answer to the question stated above is exceptionally direct: it is the
human element – the mediatory concept of homo loquens – that brings culture and
language together. Both experiencing and acting community and individual form
values which are at the core of a language. Bartmiński (2006:10-11) agrees with
the previous researcher by adding that culture and language interconnection is
centred both upon the human individual and collective aspect as the ultimate aim
has always been to arrive at the speaking subjects, their perception, the way they
conceptualise the world, mentality and value system.
It is against this framework, that analysis was conducted on individual
bilingualism among Mexican immigrants in Los Angeles in the years 2018–2019.
Four respondents participated in the research study: Gabriela, María, José, and
Daniel. All of them were immigrants who emigrated to Los Angeles, USA. The
subjects were selected based on their high proficiency in both Spanish (their first
language) and English (their second language). As truly bilingual speakers they
were able to fully express their linguistic and cultural encounters in Los Angeles.

Research design
Aims. The objective was to determine how bicultural bilinguals’ languages
and cultures are connected. Information on language dominance, linguistic
proficiency of interlocutors and social contexts of Spanish/English use drew
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from 4 Mexican-American bilingual participants, allowed for determining parallel
points along with dissimilarities between accounts of the linguistic and cultural
reality experienced in both languages and cultures.
Participants. 4 Mexican-American bilinguals aged between 26–38 (2 females
and 2 males) informed the present study.
Method. Data was gathered mainly by interviews conducted individually via
Skype. In addition, online correspondence with the use of Messenger and WhatsApp
communicators enabled to gather written material. The Language Experience
and Proficiency Questionnaire (LEAP-Q) was supported by self-reported data on
listening, reading, speaking and writing, in English and Spanish language.
Gabriela’s bilingualism. Gabriela (26) emigrated to Los Angeles in 2006 due
to economic reason after graduation from Universidad Autónoma del Carmen.
Currently, she is working as a website graphic designer. After her arrival to Los
Angeles, Gabriela encountered difficulties adapting to the new environment and
culture. Before immigration, she had been convinced that her English was
sufficient for a fluent communication. Gabriela comments that “at the beginning,
I did not understand American native accent and all Americans were speaking
too fast, […] so I was adopting a whole year to this new environment and it was
after that time that I became familiar with my second language – English”.
Gabriela describes herself as bilingual. She defines bilingualism as the skill to
use two languages in daily communication. The participant in the study is also
perceived as a bilingual person by her environment and most Mexicans with
whom Gabriela communicates in Los Angeles are also bilingual. The informant
began studying English at the age of 8 in artificial conditions – in the primary
school in Puebla. After constant practice, she achieved an advanced level of
English and became proficient in reading, speaking and listening but less so in
writing. Depending on the area of life, Gabriela chooses either one or two
linguistic codes (Table 1).
Table 1. Language usage related to Gabriela’s spheres of life.
Sphere of life

Linguistic preference

Work

English

Family

Spanish

School/university

Not applicable

Friends

Spanish/English

Church

Spanish

Neighbours

English

The respondent has contact with English and Spanish in varying degrees
through the mass media and other means of communication (Table 2).
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Table 2. Gabriela’s language preference related to mass media.
Mass media

Linguistic preference

Radio

English

Television

Spanish

Cinema

English

Press

English

Internet

English/Spanish

Text messages

English/Spanish

E-mail

English/Spanish

The interviews indicate that knowledge of two languages does not pose any
problems for Gabriela. Yet, there are troublesome situations in which the respondent
mixes the two linguistic systems: “There are some circumstances during which
I am adopting bad code. I do it unconsciously, for example when I visit my family
in Mexico, I talk to the shop assistants in English”. The code-switching between
Spanish and English, at the beginning, was seen pejoratively by Gabriela. Only
after some years, she realised that this is the norm, and she often borrows and adds
Americanisms 1 when communicating with compatriots in Los Angeles. The
Mexican immigrant also reveals that she feels different when using Spanish and
English: “If I am angry or sad, I would rather choose my native language to
express emotions. I think that I sound more detached and professional in English.
So it is a kind of shift in my behaviour when I use different languages”. When
asked if her English or Spanish skills have become poorer as a result of language
mixing, Gabriela replies: “I do not think so. Both Spanish and English are very
important for me. Yet, there are some situations in which I would have problems
with recalling the exact word, especially if it is custom-related. I am not proud of
it.” (Table 3). Gabriela would like her children to be bilingual or multilingual.
This, as stated by the respondent, would improve their living conditions.
Table 3. Gabriela’s linguistic skills (self-assessment).
Linguistic competence
in Spanish Language

Proficiency level

Listening

C2

Reading

C2

Speaking

C2

Writing

C2

“A word, phrase, or other language feature that is especially characteristic of the English
language as spoken or written in the United States” (Stavans 2000:556).
1
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Linguistic competence
in English Language

Proficiency level

Listening

C2

Reading

C2

Speaking

C2

Writing

B2

Gabriela sees herself as a bicultural person, although she feels more
Mexican than American. She strongly believes that Americans, when compared
with Mexicans, have a different attitude to life and completely dissimilar
behavioural patterns. These differences may be particularly observed during
Christmas Eve and Easter celebrations. In general, Gabriela’s approach to
Americans and her new place of settlement is positive. She describes herself as
a Mexican person living in the United States and does not intend to return to
Mexico. When asked to describe her situation as an individual using two
different linguistic systems and living in two different cultures, Gabriela
indicated her state on the proposed scale (by the use of the symbol *) as it is
shown in Figure 2:
SPANISH LANGUAGE
MEXICAN CULTURE

ENGLISH LANGUAGE
AMERICAN CULTURE

Figure 2. Gabriela’s sociocultural situation (self-assessment).

The first respondent can be summarized as a fully bilingual person who uses
both languages to the same degree. Lower proficiency in the second/other
language, creates some communication issues for the speaker. Even though
Gabriela prefers to use English in her daily life, she judges herself as being
culturally attached to Mexican culture.
María’s bilingualism. María (38) arrived to Los Angeles in 2004 for
personal and economic reasons and she works as a nurse at Cedars-Sinai Medical
Center. The respondent started English learning when she was 10 in secondary
school in Zacatecas, Mexico. At present, María works in an English-speaking
environment and attends a post-graduate course in English Philology at
California University. The informant has many friends of American or Mexican
origin and during communication, she chooses either one or both languages
depending on the spheres of life (Table 4) and interlocutors. María has contact
with English and Spanish via mass media and other social communication
platforms (Table 5).
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Table 4. Language usage related to María’s spheres of life.
Sphere of life

Linguistic preference

Work
Family
School/university
Friends
Church
Neighbours

English
Spanish
English
Spanish/English
Spanish
English

Table 5. María’s language preference related to mass media.
Mass media

Linguistic preference

Radio
Television
Cinema
Press
Internet
Text messages
E-mail

English
English/Spanish
English
English
English/Spanish
English/Spanish
English/Spanish

The Mexican immigrant sees herself as bilingual. Her environment perceives
her in the same manner. As she points out, bilingualism is a skill to communicate
in two languages and the majority of her Mexican immigrant friends are also
bilingual. Regardless of being proficient in both linguistic systems, María is
Spanish-dominant (Table 6). She claims to never have any language difficulties
(also with pronunciation due to her Mexican accent) when communicating with
Americans – in conversations with María via Skype, there are hardly any
linguistic interferences.
Table 6. María’s linguistic skills (self-assessment).
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Linguistic competence
in Spanish Language

Proficiency level

Listening
Reading
Speaking
Writing

C2
C2
C2
C2

Linguistic competence
in English Language

Proficiency level

Listening
Reading
Speaking
Writing

C2
C1
C2
C1

The informant frequently changes language codes within longer expressions
and individual syntactic structures. When asked to complete the questionnaire,
she replied: “I will do it today, prometon (I promise)”. María also alternates and
uses changed forms of Spanish expressions and words during a conversation
with other Mexican immigrants in Los Angeles: “I very often use a combination
of two languages, Spanish and English. For me, it is something normal among
people who live abroad and who speak both languages every day”. The informant
sees using borrowings from English as something natural: “It’s very difficult to
translate some Spanish concepts. It is much easier to use the English equivalent
in some domains of life”. When asked if she always translates Americanisms
into Spanish, María answers: “Not at all. It is sometimes impossible to describe
American reality with the use of Spanish”.
Drawing on María’s ratings of the impact of bilingualism on her life, María
sees the knowledge of two linguistic systems as something that cannot interfere
or create issues. The respondent also admits to mixing the linguistic systems
consciously as she perceives this process as a natural phenomenon for bilingual
speakers. When asked about the personal value of Spanish and English, she
responds: “Both languages are equally significant for me and I respect both of
them. Spanish is my native language and English, on the other hand, lets me
better understand the world around me”.
María has two children aged 11 and 5 and she raised them to be bilingual
because “it will help in realisation of their dreams and goals in the future; […]
bilingualism makes life easier. Knowledge of foreign languages is a prerequisite
in today’s world. Without knowing at least two languages you cannot achieve
success”. What the interviewee adds is that being bilingual impacts one’s selfesteem and helps to better understand other cultures and nationalities. Bilingualism
not only teaches tolerance and openness but also has a great influence on mental
and personal development. “Bilingualism enriches the vision of the world. It
fosters collaboration between people and between nations. It allows you to see
the world in many ways”, summarizes María.
Based on the above statement, it is obvious that the informant declares herself to
be both bilingual and bicultural. The concept of biculturalism is defined by María as
belonging to two different cultures. María echoes Gabriela’s opinion by highlighting
that the Mexican and American lifestyles, although they share some features, are in
many respects fundamentally dissimilar (e.g. the way people spend free time with
family and celebrate). When asked for elaboration, she points out: “I think I am more
American in terms of my excessive exuberance, a different sense of humour. I even
unintentionally adopted the way Americans greet each other – in a very informal
style. I excessively use 'How are you, honey?' regardless of the circumstances”.
These and similar comments suggest that María does not feel inferior as an
immigrant. She has never experienced discrimination by Americans. As she reveals,
immigration is an opportunity to secure a better future for her and her family as
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well as to learn about another culture/language. Nevertheless, homesickness and
longing for a family are negative sides that deserve to be recognised. When asked
to outline her situation as a person using two different languages and living in two
different cultures, María chose (by the use of the symbol *) the midpoint on the
scale (Figure 3).
SPANISH LANGUAGE
MEXICAN CULTURE

ENGLISH LANGUAGE
AMERICAN CULTURE

Figure 3. María’s sociocultural situation (self-assessment).

To sum up, the second respondent is an example of a bicultural bilingual.
María perceives herself as emotionally attached to two languages and cultures.
Nevertheless, as she confessed at the end of the interview, it took her some years
to admit to her bicultural status.
José’s bilingualism. José (29) emigrated to America due to economic reasons
in 2005 after graduating from high school in Mexico. At first, he experienced
a language barrier in Los Angeles because of his foreign accent and vocabulary
specific to the region of south-west Mexico. The man started to learn English at
the age of 7 (private tutoring in Mexico). Currently, as a postgraduate student, José
studies English at the University and uses both Spanish and English to different
degrees in his everyday life (Table 7) and through mass media (Table 8).
Delving further into the field of general competence in English and Spanish
allows labelling José as a bilingual person despite his rather weak self-assessment
in English. The informant himself describes bilingualism as the skill to use two
languages every day and claims that his neighbours also describe him as a truly
bilingual person. Despite being proficient in both languages, the informant
judges Spanish to be more developed than English (Table 9). The interviews data
collected present a valid argument for reporting speech-related problems when
José uses English.
Table 7. Language usage related to José’s spheres of life.
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Sphere of life

Linguistic preference

Work

English

Family

Spanish

School/university

English

Friends

Spanish

Church

Spanish

Neighbours

Spanish

Table 8. José’s language preference related to mass media.
Mass media

Linguistic preference

Radio

English

Television

English

Cinema

English

Press

English/Spanish

Internet

English/Spanish

Text messages

English/Spanish

E-mail

English/Spanish

Table 9. José’s linguistic skills (self-assessment).
Linguistic competence
in Spanish Language

Proficiency level

Listening

C2

Reading

C1

Speaking

C1

Writing

B1

Linguistic competence
in English Language

Proficiency level

Listening

B2

Reading

B1

Speaking

B2

Writing

B1

The informant reveals that in some situations he mixes both languages and
it helps him to communicate. According to José, his Spanish is not impoverished.
Even though both languages are valued by José, he admits that it is more difficult
to express himself in English. Interestingly, the respondent often uses Americanisms
as some words are more suited to the realities of American life than their Spanish
equivalents. What José adds is that not all Americanisms can be literally translated
into Spanish. The informant declares that if he has children in the future, he will
facilitate their education in both languages.
The Mexican immigrant has difficulty with recognizing himself as bicultural.
Although José adopts a positive attitude to Americans and American culture, when
asked more detailed questions, he discloses that the Spanish culture is “at a much
higher level”. He is very proud of his Mexican origin and declares a desire to
return to Mexico. When asked to define the sociocultural status, José pointed to
(by the use of the symbol *) the following position on the scale (Figure 4):
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SPANISH LANGUAGE
MEXICAN CULTURE

ENGLISH LANGUAGE
AMERICAN CULTURE

Figure 4. José’s sociocultural situation (self-assessment)

Even though José’s linguistic situation may be classified as bilingual, the
sociocultural sphere of his life is dominated by Mexican traditions and the Spanish
language. The immigrant speaks Spanish and English on a daily basis but he prefers
to use Spanish in more intimate situations (in church, at home, with friends and
family). In stark contrast to Gabriela’s situation, his language preference is related to
low proficiency in English. Although being reluctant to admit to his bicultural status,
José claims to take an active part in both cultures. When asked additional questions,
the respondent reveals that American customs have a great impact on his daily life.
Daniel’s bilingualism. Daniel (31) immigrated from Mexico in 2004 due to
economic reasons. The fourth respondent started learning English at the age of 14
(late bilingualism) and continued in high school in Mexico (artificial bilingualism).
Daniel recalls numerous communication problems upon his arrival to Los Angeles,
especially those caused by misunderstanding of the American accent. Currently,
the interviewee speaks, writes and reads in Spanish and English. The use of two
languages by Daniel is conditioned by a given sphere of life summarized in
Table 10. The Mexican immigrant has contact with English and Spanish to a varying
degree via mass media (Table 11).
Table 10. Language usage related to Daniel’s spheres of life.
Sphere of life

Linguistic preference

Work
Family
School/university
Friends
Church
Neighbours

English
Spanish
Not applicable
Spanish/English
Not applicable
English

Table 11. Daniel’s language preference related to mass media.
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Mass media

Linguistic preference

Radio
Television
Cinema
Press
Internet
Text messages
E-mail

English
English
English
English
English/Spanish
English/Spanish
English

Daniel defines bilingualism as the proficient use of two languages. The
further interview process confirms that not only the respondent himself but also his
friends identify Daniel as a bilingual person. When the linguistic ability is
conflated with emotionality, Daniel’s speech is dominated by Spanish (Table 12).
Table 12. Daniel’s linguistic skills (self-assessment).
Linguistic competence in
Spanish Language

Proficiency level

Listening

C2

Reading

C2

Speaking

C2

Writing

C2

Linguistic competence in
English Language

Proficiency level

Listening

C1

Reading

C1

Speaking

C1

Writing

C1

As the interviewee further points out: “Thanks to the knowledge of the two
languages people can better understand the culture of a society. Personally,
I treat both languages with respect: Spanish is my native language, English is the
native language of people in the city where I live now”. Daniel claims that
bilingualism enhances socialisation experiences by enabling him to communicate
with American society. At the same time, the respondent experiences difficulty
in changing codes and sometimes forgets words in Spanish. Based on Daniel’s
narrative, one may presume that the most common reason for forgetting proper
expressions is the lack of use of the word over a long period of time. The
concept of code-switching is not alien to the respondent: “I try not to switch
between the codes, mix the languages and use borrowings. I really pay attention
to what I say and in which language – especially, when I talk with a family
member from Mexico; […] I try not to avoid such linguistic faux pas”.
Nonetheless, ironically, even though Daniel is against using a mixture of English
and Spanish, he used the French expression in his comment above. When
confronted, he confessed that it was done unconsciously.
Daniel may be described not only as bilingual but also bicultural – he has
learnt the linguistic expressions and properties associated with American culture.
According to this Mexican immigrant, there are more similarities than differences
between the Mexican and American culture. His attitude toward the American
nation is very positive. When asked about returning to the country of origin,
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Daniel gives a negative answer. The respondent has never experienced any
discrimination in America. He enumerates positive sides of immigration, e.g.
finding a well-paid job, acquiring the language of the host country, being familiar
and experience the culture of the inhabitants of the country of residence.
Daniel was also asked to define his sociocultural situation as a person using
two different languages and living in two diverse cultures. He indicated the
following place (by the use of the symbol *) on the proposed scale (Figure 5):
SPANISH LANGUAGE
MEXICAN CULTURE

ENGLISH LANGUAGE
AMERICAN CULTURE

Figure 5. Daniel’s sociocultural situation (self-assessment).

In stark contrast to the previous interviewees, Daniel exemplifies a strong
attachment to American customs and traditions. Although he sees himself as
bicultural, his American culture preference is evident on the scale above. Moreover,
the mass media used by the respondent are dominated by English.

Discussion
In the context of Mexican assimilation in the structure of the Los Angeles
community, cultural contacts and bilingualism are becoming a more and more
absorbing field for modern-day linguistic studies. The diversity of scientific
descriptions of this phenomenon together with its assessment by individual users
of both languages, confirm that bilingualism is a process, not a permanent situation
– a continuum with different forms for different units, which are frequently
characterised by varying levels of linguistic and communicative skills in the first
and second language. The interviewees’ comments suggest that a truly bilingual
person is competent in both linguistic codes (often also in a third linguistic system
which is a blend of these two languages) to a degree suitable for their needs and
for proper functioning in the environment in which he/she lives.
Mexican immigrants who took part in the study, use both languages and
their varieties in different areas of everyday life and declare that both have high
value for them. The English language was used mainly in work, in shops, in local
offices, whereas the Spanish language is chosen primarily during immigrants’
visits to their country of origin and in certain formal situations in Los Angeles
where a monolingual model of communication is consciously chosen by the
speaker. The respondents turn to a mixture of the two languages for everyday
contacts when they choose the bilingual model of communication, resulting in
numerous linguistic interferences such as borrowings and code-switching.
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Interestingly, what was observed during interviews is the language loss phenomenon
(see: Grosjean 2010). Some of the respondents’ domains of language use were
considerably reduced, if not simply absent over the years. According to the
participants in the study, as they no longer were sure about their knowledge of
the language and to avoid mistakes, Mexican immigrants choose another language.
Most of the interviewees were conscious of the state of their language attrition
and some even felt guilty about it.
On the basis of the findings, it can also be concluded that Mexicans living in
Los Angeles identify themselves with the American culture through specific aspects
(kinship, language, nationality, education, attitudes, etc.). This identification is
a direct reason for changes in immigrants’ self-perception and their own identity
redefinition – a cross-border identity hybrid shaped on the junction of two
different cultures. It is possible to conclude from this evidence that it is often
a long process for bicultural bilinguals to realize and accept both their biculturalism
and bilingualism. In fact, since the scholarly explanation of bilingualism as the
regular use of two or more languages is broadly accepted, bilinguals are still
hesitant to define themselves as bicultural. Nevertheless, the participants in the
present study behaved biculturally, that is, they were adapting to the context they
were in. In fact, Ervin (1964) stated something very similar when she proposed
that a shift in language is associated with a shift in social roles and emotional
attitudes. By employing different language with different persons and in different
situational contexts, the use of each linguistic system may be associ ated with
a shift in a large array of behaviour, such as social roles and emotional attitudes.
As it was revealed during interviews, both the context/environment and the
interlocutors cause bicultural bilinguals to change their attitudes, emotional input
and behaviours (along with language), and not their language as such. Given that,
further research in this area should focus on how bicultural bilinguals behave
(the same or different?) in the two cultures separately, that is in a monocultural
mode and in bicultural mode.

Conclusion
In the present article, a number of topics connected to bicultural bilinguals
were addressed, most notably how bicultural bilingualism is defined in the literature.
Furthermore, bicultural bilinguals’ linguistic and cultural behaviour was examined
and conflated with identification both in linguistic and cultural terms. Even though
the study shed some light on the linguistic and the cultural mechanisms of these
individuals, not a lot of research was conducted on combined linguistic and cultural
ensemble which would treat them not just as the sum of two languages and cultures,
but having their own linguistic and cultural competency different from that of
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bilinguals who are not bicultural and from that of biculturals who are not bilingual.
The future descriptive, experimental as well as theoretical examination in this field
hopefully will enable a better understanding of bicultural bilinguals as they really
are – complete and exceptional linguistic and cultural beings.
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ARE YOU TALKING TO ME?
A CASE OF SPECIFIC REPLY BY MEANS OF ELECTION
CAMPAIGN ADVERTISEMENTS
Abstract: The article aims at an analytic description of a specific type of exchange occurring
during political campaigns. The candidates often engage in a virtual dialogue; that is, an exchange
of points made by means of campaign advertisements. The specific type of exchange or reply is, in
certain aspects, no different to an ordinary conversation. However, what influences it most is the
context of public/mass communication. The main concern of the presentation is to investigate,
within the framework of Relevance Theory, ways in which a candidate’s reply to the opponent’s
advertisement is actually a message to the viewers and prospective voters rather than to the rival
themselves. The analysis is carried out on selected advertisements for Mitt Romney and Barack
Obama broadcast during the U.S. presidential election campaign in 2012.
Key words: discourse, Relevance Theory, genre, political campaigns, public/mass communication,
2012 U.S. presidential election campaign

Relevance Theory: a brief outline
Sperber and Wilson’s (1996) account of verbal (and nonverbal) communication
is based on the assumption that humans are relevance oriented. Relevance is
defined in terms of contextual effects and processing effort. Contextual effects
can be of three kinds, all arising from the interaction of new information (the
utterance) with a context of existing assumptions. They can involve the strengthening
of an assumption that already exists, a contradiction that leads to elimination of
an existing assumption, or the production of a contextual implication by combining
the new information and an existing assumption. The latter logical implication is
not derivable from the new information or the existing assumption alone. The
new information is relevant in a given context as long as it gains contextual
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effects in the context; the greater the contextual effects the greater the relevance.
However, the cost of the contextual effects is the mental effort of producing
them; the greater the mental effort the lower the relevance achieved by the
utterance (Wilson 1994). The process of inference is relevance guided. However,
in the inferential process the linguistic meaning of the words decoded by the
receiver is just one of many inputs that can affect interpretation. There are also
contextual assumptions, which are either provided by the speaker or supplied by
the hearer (constructed or retrieved from memory). In all the cases analysed
below the viewers are provided with the context necessary to retrieve the
intended interpretation (together with implicatures).
Humans not only notice information that is relevant to them, but also use
relevance as a criterion to decide whether a given interpretation of an utterance is
the speaker’s intended interpretation. The viewer most probably interprets
a given political advertisement along the lines intended by the authors; that is,
what they expect would be relevant for the viewer and on the other hand what is
“compatible with the communicator’s abilities and preferences” (Sperber and
Wilson 1996: 270).
In mass-communication the audience consists of millions of different addressees
each of them being different in terms of gender, class, command of English,
material status, geographical location and many more aspects having an effect on
the cognitive environment of every addressee and its potential significant
influence on the final effect of the utterance i.e. its relevance. Therefore in masscommunication, relevance is always relevance to an individual. Experienced
mass-communicators are naturally aware of that fact and they usually know
fairly well who their target audience is and are able to carefully shape the
message to avoid miscommunication. (Yus 1998).
In political communication the authors try to control the interpretation as
much as possible, which may easily be achieved by careful selection of the
context provided and the phrasing used in the utterance itself. That does not
prevent the viewer from interpreting the advertisement in some other way and
drawing conclusions not intended by the authors. Typically, the speakers (here
the authors) do not know (and do not need to know) in which ways their
utterances may be relevant for the hearer.

Presidential election campaign
The most vital communication channel during an election campaign exists
between the candidates and the audience. Typically, it is a type of multiple oneway communication channel through which several candidates communicate
messages to the audience. In the election campaign taken for analysis there were
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two main candidates running for the presidency if the U.S. in 2012: Mitt Romney
and Barack Obama. Each candidate adopted a general strategy for the campaign
along the lines of which most of the advertisements were produced. In the case
of Romney the general strategy was centered on criticism of the current state of
the U.S. economy as a result of mismanagement by Obama’s administration.
Romney particularly criticized the unemployment rates and job creation problems.
All of this led to the conclusion that re-electing Obama would be the wrong
decision. The general strategy of Obama was centered on the very person of
Romney. The main issues were Romney being rich (and unable to understand the
average citizens), outsourcing jobs in the companies he co-managed and not
being completely honest.
Among the vast number of advertisements released during the campaign there
were advertisements showing a given candidate making references (more or less
direct) to various statements of the rival (whether coming from a speech, TV
interview, debate or advertisement) made recently or coming from the previous
campaign. Here they more or less directly pick on the rival’s declarations, past
promises or general policies. In many cases some words of one candidate are used
so that the main line of criticism could be employed once again. Any inaccuracy or
reluctance of Romney to speak about his business was likely to be used in
Obama’s advertisements to discredit Romney by showing that there is something
he is hiding, and therefore that he cannot be trusted. On the other hand, any
promise or statement of an economic matter made in the previous campaign by
Obama was likely to be held to account and clearly contrasted with the current
situation in the U.S. economy in Romney advertisements.
In any case, the general contextual assumption used for interpreting election
campaign advertisements is that the candidates mutually manifest to direct their
advertisements towards the viewers (rather than to the rival himself). One of the
underlying assumptions is that both the communicator and the audience regard
who the two groups are. In campaign advertisements the communicator is the
candidate even though he (or his voice) does not always communicate the message
(but he typically authorizes the ad), and the audience are the potential voters. But
the ads in a political campaign are typically aimed at the supporters and usually
a particular social group of the undecided. The reason is the target group is usually
the one that is willing to recognize both the informative and the communicative
intention (Sperber & Wilson 1995: 58, 61) of the candidate, unlike the opponents,
who well recognize the informative intention but are not willing to recognize the
communicative intention. In other words, the target group not only understands the
message, but also accepts it, and believes in the candidate (at least to some extent),
while the opponents understand the message, but they typically do not accept it.
Even though it is probable, that some people with no right to vote, will actually
watch those ads, we can safely assume that for campaign advertisements the
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audience includes all the potential voters, that is, the target audience, including the
opponents and even the rival himself; however in many of the ads he may not be
assumed to be a very salient part of the audience.
It is interesting to notice that occasionally the advertisements contain address
forms directly referring to the rival or at least their content is specifically directed
to the rival. There are advertisements which are addressed to the rival himself.
And here the discourse changes from the typical candidate – voter direction, at
least formally, to candidate – candidate. The address to the rival candidate can
be quite direct as in the cases presented below. The aim of this paper is to
examine such utterances in order to specify the contextual effects by which they
gain relevance and observe the balance between relevance to the audience and
relevance to the rival.
Another important aspect to be mentioned here is genre. People encountering
the mass-media, typically watching TV, are able to recognize instantly that the
message belongs to a particular genre, and they access the conventions of the
genre for efficient, that is, relevant interpretation. It seems that genre is the most
significant element of the addressee's cognitive environment guiding the
interpretation (Forceville: 2006, 2012). It seems safe to say that identification of
genre is most relevant for the interpretation of any multimodal message. The
context in which a multimodal message is processed is quite unstable, changing,
endless in its potential settings, but genre attribution is rather stable and
predictable. I would like to show one of the ads which use direct address to the
opponent, though the communicator is quite safe as the genre conventions do not
allow the audience to reject the message but to draw the relevant interpretation,
that is the one intended by the speaker.

The analysis
Typically communicators use a major part of the advertisement to supply
carefully selected assumptions that are to form the mutual cognitive environment
for the target audience. In other words, they provide a specifically chosen context
whose main function is to facilitate the ‘right’, that is, intended interpretation of
the last utterance presented.
The cases selected for the analysis contain a direct reference to the rival or at
least the utterances are intended to be interpreted as directed to the rival. The
candidates address their criticism or a question directly to their rival, using a more
or less formal address form. Naturally, the advertisements are broadcast and/or
directed to the audience; therefore the audience certainly entertains the contextual
assumption that they are aimed at communicating particular content to the
viewers themselves. In the advertisement “960 Days” Mitt Romney, after stating
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that Obama has already been 961 days in office, presents a number of statistics
(concerning unemployment, jobs lost, increase in federal spending, the cost of
Obamacare and the national debt), which are followed with Obama’s appearance
in the Congress where he had sent his American Jobs Act. It closes with a critical
comment addressed directly to Obama (2).
(1) President’s Obama’s Days in office – 961, Net Jobs Created – zero, Jobs Lost
– 2 Million, Unemployed, Underemployed, Stopped looking – 25 Million,
Increase in Federal Spending – 840 Billion, Cost Of Obamacare – 1 Trillion,
National Debt – 14 Trillion
(2) Mr. President you are 960 days late.
(3) Romney ironically criticizes Obama for being 960 days late with introducing
his Jobs Act. [Explicature]
The first part of the ad (1) form a carefully selected context of facts against
which the main line is to be processed and gain relevance. Additionally the final
line contains irony as shown in the explicature (3), since (2) involves (echoic
mention) echoic use of language (Sperber and Wilson 1981, Sperber and Wilson
1992, Wilson 2006: 1734) which conveys a distancing and criticizing attitude of
the speaker (Wilson, Sperber 2004: 634, Sperber, Wilson 2012: 128). Such
a mechanism is another powerful tool in political discourse, which is not attended
to in the present paper as it is discussed in greater detail in Rut-Kluz 2018.
The criticism is directed at President Obama, though in the context of the
assumption that campaign advertisements are directed to the viewers the relevance
of comment (2) to the viewers seems to be higher than to Obama himself. Its
seems only sensible to assume that in this type of discourse the intended addressee
is the target audience rather than Obama himself, since the genre of the discourse
defines the receiver as the voter rather than the candidate and accordingly the
utterance is much more relevant to the target audience than to the rival candidate.
However, the question still remains, what is the relevance of the address to
Obama, since according to Relevance Theory any cost in processing an utterance
should be paid off in additional effects in the cognitive environment (Wilson
1994). It is definitely yields a stronger assumption than a possible alternative
utterance President Obama is 960 days late. It is almost a challenge to the
president to justify being so late. It also offers the possibility for members of the
target audience to join Romney and say directly to Obama Mr. President you are
960 days late. It is simply possible to stand on the same side with the communicator,
and say to the president „you are late.” This would not be possible if the line was
President Obama is 960 days late. Then the supporter could possibly say is Yes,
Obama is late but nothing more or nothing stronger. It would not have the effect
of bringing the target audience together and putting them on the same side with
the candidate against the opponent and involving the viewer more into the
discourse.
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What is more, the relevance of (2) to the viewers (4a, 4b) is to be taken as
intended by the speaker (that is Romney, who approves of the advertisement)
and (4c) is a strong implicature. The implicatures (4d – f) are weak implicatures
(Sperber and Wilson 1996) which are not intended by the speaker and (even
though the hearer may treat them so) and the relevance of an utterance is
obtained with hardly any help from the weak implicature.
(4) Implicatures
a. Romney believes Obama is much too late with a solution to unemployment.
b. Romney believes Obama is inefficient as a president.
c. Romney believes Obama is not a suitable candidate.
d. Direct address to Obama
e. Stronger criticism challenging Obama.
f. Potential unity with the candidate.
g. In group consolidation.
There are other cases of formal address to the candidates that are more relevant
to the audience some can be found in advertisements authorized by Obama, where
a direct address is made to Mitt Romney. They show some other aspects of meaning
implicated in this way. e.g. the more familiar form Mitt not only lowers the formality
of the discourse, but also shows little respect towards Romney, even patronizing him.
In the next cases analyzed reference is made to advertisements for Mitt Romney
or, in the first one, to news reports. In the advertisement “Your Turn” one of the
leading themes of the campaign strategy is taken; that is, the outsourcing of jobs
by companies that Mitt Romney invested in. Mitt Romney said that there is “no
evidence” that he was actually in charge of the companies at that time. The
advertisement points to newly disclosed documents which show that Romney was:
sole stockholder, CEO, and Chairman, when jobs were shipped overseas. The
final statement (5) of the advertisement is clearly directed to Mitt Romney and it
is almost a challenge.
(5) Here’s the evidence Mr. Romney; your turn to explain.
a. Mitt Romney is hiding important facts about his business.
b. Mitt Romney cannot be trusted.
c. Mitt Romney is not a good candidate.
Statement (5) seems to be equally relevant to both the viewers and Mitt
Romney, as Romney is clearly asked for a response and may feel obliged to answer.
The intended relevance for the viewers is gained by contextual effects (5 a – c)
discrediting the rival by showing his apparent dishonesty.
Another Obama advertisement “Cynical” refers to several of Mitt Romney’s
ads in which he suggests that auto jobs are being sent to China, showing the
negative reaction of the companies involved and the news media criticizing the
Romney advertisements as inaccurate. The advertisement’s commentary (6) on
the situation refers to Romney directly.
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(6) We know the truth, Mitt.
a. Mitt Romney is not completely honest.
b. Mitt Romney is cynical in his campaign.
c. Mitt Romney is not a good candidate.
Here the statement is directed both to the audience and to the rival. Even
though Romney is not as directly called to respond as in the previous case,
then still the address form is directed to him and is less formal. Mitt Romney is
somehow challenged by (6) in contrast to potential “We know the truth” or “We
know the truth about Mitt” which would give rise to less strong implicatures.
Given the genre recognition mechanism and the fact that the interpretation is
guided by the genre characteristics, the relevance of (6) is higher to the audience
and it implies by contextual effects (6 a – c) that Romney is not honest in his
advertisements, which may also be generalized and implicated to the lack of
honesty in the whole campaign and even as a trait in his character.
The final case analyzed comes from the Obama advertisement “Get Real”
which features short fragments of Mitt Romney’s speech where he shows how to
start a business by saying Take a risk, get the education, borrow money if you
have to from your parents. It is also taken as an opportunity to contrast the policy
of both Romney and Obama on financing for students. The reply to Romney’s
statement is (7).
(7) Get real, Mitt.
a. Mitt Romney does not know that borrowing money from parents to pay
for college education is not possible for many average Americans.
b. Mitt Romney does not know the economic situation of many average
Americans.
c. Mitt Romney is detached from the everyday life of average Americans.
Even though it is a direct address to Mitt Romney it seems to carry little
relevance for him but rather the genre recognition guides the viewers to achieve
the relevance by contextual effects (7 a – c) stressing that Romney is detached
from the reality of everyday life of average Americans and does not know that it
is not that easy. The address form used (Mitt) downgrades the very person of
Romney in the public discourse, showing little respect for him.
The next two advertisements analyzed do not contain direct address forms
referring to Obama, and yet are more aimed at his person than the audience.
However, again the statements are more relevant to the audience. They seem to be
designed to involve the target audience into the campaign, either by urging them to
ask questions directly to the rival, even if, for obvious reasons, it may not be
possible, still such an utterance may better achieve its communicative intention,
which is getting the audience to consider Obama’s unfulfilled promises.
(8) I’m not a bump in the road.
(9) I’m an American not a bump in the road.
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a. Obama is wrong to equate the unemployed with bumps in the road.
b. The unemployed should be taken care of not avoided.
The statements (8) and (9) are delivered in one of the Mitt Romney
advertisements by ‘ordinary’ Americans in response to Obama’s words that There’s
always gonna be bumps on the road to recovery, accompanied by a statement
released by the White House Press Secretary saying that We are headed in the
right direction. Those Americans are presented as unemployed people unable to find
jobs who are addressing Obama with an objection to him treating them as statistics.
The last two cases (8), (9) I’m not a bump in the road are uttered by average
Americans, who represent various kinds of unemployed people. Even though the
audience probably realizes those are hired actors, not necessarily presenting real
stories, still the implicatures conveyed in this form are stronger than a usual
criticism expressed by Romney would have. Additionally, some of the audience
may identify with those ‘average Americans’ and feel represented by Romney.
Certainly it is interpreted as Romney who is behind those Americans (as he
is authorizing the advertisements) and again (8/ 9 a) and (8/ 9 b) are more relevant
to the viewers than to Obama himself. The relevance of (8) and (9) for the viewers
is in the fact that Romney objects to unemployed Americans being treated as
statistics: that he is taking the side of the unemployed. Directing statements (8)
and (9) to President Obama strengthens the message.
In the last analyzed advertisement of Mitt Romney “Obama Isn't Working:
Where are the Jobs?” there are three questions (10) relating to promises Obama
made in 2009 at the University of Maryland, before he was elected president.
Naturally, the Obama promises are recalled in the advertisement to be contrasted
with contemporary press publications on the problems graduates have in finding
jobs. The relevance of (10) to the audience is gained by the contextual effects
listed in (10 a – c). Romney distances himself from directly asking the questions
(10) to Obama but he urges the graduates to confront Obama instead and to have
them take part in the public discourse (or at least feel they could take part). Such
a mechanism brings about implicatures such as (10d) and (10e).
(10) Ask him:
What happened to the promise?
Where is the opportunity?
Where are the jobs?
a. Obama does not keep his promises.
b. One should not believe Obama’s promises.
c. Obama is inefficient and therefore not a suitable candidate.
d. Obama should be held accountable for his promises by the group he was
promising to.
e. Romney is helping to air the questions that graduates want to and should
ask Obama.
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The relevance of such questions is in criticizing Obama for the economy he has
created and therefore criticizing him for failing to keep the promises; the intended
relevance of (10) is to the viewers again rather than to Obama. The intended
interpretation implicates an accusation towards Obama of not keeping his promises.

Conclusions
In election campaign advertisements the candidates occasionally refer directly
to their rival; however, the general shared assumption is that the advertisements
are directed at the viewers; that is, the voters rather than the rival himself. Such
utterances and their intended interpretation gain the majority of their relevance to
the viewers and are only partially relevant to the rival addressed in the utterance
itself. The address forms (referring to the rival) gain their relevance to the audience
by contextual effects strengthening the criticism or the challenge to the rival.
The whole mechanism is supported and guided by the genre, which among
other things characterizes the typical communicators and the typical audience as
well as the communicative intention. Any utterances directed at the rival strengthen
the implicatures derived, especially those, which criticize or a challenge the rival.
The aim of such forms is to involve the audience in the discourse by putting them
together with the candidate and against the opponent. In this way this is yet another
feature of political discourse together with irony which work in the same direction.
Both addressing the opponent especially with a criticism or a challenge as well
as using ironical criticism to not only make the message a stronger statement, but
also has an even more vital effect of consolidating the target audience around the
candidate and against the opponent, which seems to be the aim of any politician
running for the office.
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